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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plainti ff/Respondent 
vs .  









SUPREME COURT NUMBER 
453 1 7  
CLERK'S RECORD 
APPEAL FROM THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
THE HONORABLE RICH CHRISTENSEN DISTRICT JUDGE 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT, PRESIDING 
ERIC D. FREDERICKSEN 
STATE APPELLATE 
PUBLIC DEFENDER 
322 E FRONT ST, STE 570 
BOISE ID 83702 
MR. LAWRENCE WAS DEN 
ATTORNEY GENERAL 
STATE OF IDAHO 
700 W. JEFFERSON, STE 2 1 0  
BOISE ID 83720 
BURGESS, Cora SC #45317 1
Appellant ) 
Date: 1 0/5/2017 First Judicial District Court- Kootenai County User: SANCHEZ 
Time: 08:14AM ROA Report 
Page 1 of 7 Case: CR -2016-0018 15 7 Current Judge : Rich Christensen 
Defendant: Burgess, Cora Lee Darlene 
State of Idaho vs. Cora Lee Darlene Burgess 
Date Code User Judge 
9 /8/2016 NOTE SANCHEZ Judge Christensen Clerk, Mag. Ct. 
9/9 /2016 NCRF SANCHEZ New Case Filed - Felony Clerk, Mag. Ct. 
A FPC SANCHEZ Affidavit Of Probable Cause Clerk, Mag. Ct. 
ORPC SANCHEZ Order Finding Probable Cause Timothy L. Van Valin 
CRCO SANCHEZ Criminal Complaint Timothy L. Van Valin 
FPOR SANCHEZ Order to Appear for Fingerprinting Clerk, Mag. Ct. 
SMIS SANCHEZ Summons Issued Burgess, Cora Lee Darlene Clerk, Mag. Ct. 
csos SANCHEZ Case Status Order *******SEALED******* Clerk, Mag. Ct. 
XSEA SANCHEZ Case Sealed Clerk, Mag. Ct. 
HRSC SANCHEZ Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment /First Robert B. Burton 
Appearance 09/28/2016 09 :30 AM) 
9 /28/2016 ARRN KYOUNG Hearing result for Arraignment/First Appearance Robert B. Burton 
scheduled on 09/28/2016 09:30AM : 
Arraignment I First Appearance 
CSOR KYOUNG Case Status Order *****OPEN***** Clerk, Mag. Ct. 
XUNS KYOUNG Case Unsealed Clerk, Mag. Ct. 
ORPD KYOUNG Defendant : Burgess, Cora Lee Darlene Order Robert B. Burton 
Appointing Public Defender Public defender 
Public Defender 
HRSC GARZA Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing Status James D Stow 
Conference 10/14/2016 08:30AM) 
HRSC GARZA Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing Robert Caldwell 
10/18/2016 01:30PM) 
GARZA Notice of Preliminary Hearing Status Conference Clerk, Mag. Ct. 
and Preliminary Hearing 
FPRS LUCKEY Return of Service on Fingerprint Order- Served Clerk, Mag. Ct. 
SMRT LUCKEY Summons Returned Burgess, Cora Lee Darlene Clerk, Mag. Ct. 
9/30/2016 DRQD JLEIGH Plaintiffs Response To Defendant's Request For Clerk, Mag. Ct. 
Discovery 
PRQD JLEIGH Plaintiffs Request For Discovery Clerk, Mag. Ct. 
HRSC JLEIGH Motion For Joinder Clerk, Mag. Ct. 
10/3/2016 HRSC WATKINS Hearing Schedulde (Motion For Joinder James D Stow 
10/14/2016 08:30AM) 
10/4/2016 NAPH SANCHEZ Notice of Appearance, Request for Timely Clerk, Mag. Ct. 
Preliminary Hearing, Motion for Bond Reduction 
and Notice of Hearing 
DRSD SANCHEZ Defendant's Response To Discovery Clerk, Mag. Ct. 
DRQD SANCHEZ Defendant's Request For Discovery Clerk, Mag. Ct. 
NOTH SANCHEZ Notice Of Hearing Clerk, Mag. Ct. 
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First Judicial District Court - Kootenai County 
ROA Report 
Case: CR- 2016-0018 157 Current Judge: Rich Christensen 
Defendant: Burgess, Cora Lee Darlene 
User: SANCHEZ 
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HRSC 
HRSC 


























HO F FMAN 
JLEIGH 
Judge 
Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing Status Mayli A. Walsh 
Conference scheduled on 10/14/2016 08: 30AM: 
Hearing Held 
Hearing result for Motion scheduled on 
10/14/2016 08: 30AM: Hearing Held For 
Joinder- PA 
Mayli A. Walsh 
Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing scheduled Robert Caldwell 
on 10/18/2016 01: 30 PM: Continued 
Order for Joinder Mayli A. Walsh 
Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing Status Anna Eckhart 
Conference 11/04/2016 08 :30AM) 
Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing 
11/07 /2016 01: 30PM) 
Robert B. Burton 
Notice of Preliminary Hearing Status Conference Clerk, Mag. Ct. 
and Preliminary Hearing 
AMENDED Notice of Preliminary Hearing Status Clerk, Mag. Ct. 
Conference and Preliminary Hearing 
Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing Status Anna Eckhart 
Conference scheduled on 11/04/2016 08: 30AM: 
Hearing Held Bring in CR 16-13048 
Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing scheduled Robert B. Burton 
on 11/07 /2016 01: 30PM: Continued bring in 
cr 16-13048 
Subpoena Return /found-RJ Clerk, Mag. Ct. 
Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing Status Robert Caldwell 
Conference 11/25/2016 08: 30 AM) 
Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing 
11/29/2016 01:30PM) Bring in CR 16-13048 
James Combo 
Notice of Preliminary Hearing Status Conference Clerk, Mag. Ct. 
and Preliminary Hearing 
Subpoena Return /found -RJ Clerk, Mag. Ct. 
Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing Status Mayli A. Walsh 
Conference scheduled on 11/25/2016 08 :30AM: 
Hearing Held Bring in CR 16- 13048 
Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing scheduled James Combo 
on 11/29 /2016 01: 30PM: Continued Bring in 
CR 16-13048 
Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing Status Clark A. Peterson 
Conference 12/16 /2016 08:30 AM) 
Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing 
12/20/2016 01:30PM) 
Mayli A. Walsh 
Notice of Preliminary Hearing Status Conference Clerk, Mag. Ct. 
and Preliminary Hearing 
Subpoena Return /found - RJ Clerk, Mag. Ct. 
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Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing Status Clark A. Peterson 
Conference scheduled on 12/16 /2016 08: 30AM: 
Hearing Held Bring in CR 16-13048 
Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing scheduled Mayli A. Walsh 
on 12/20/2016 01 :30 PM: Continued Bring in 
CR 16-13048 
PA 1 witness 
Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing Status James Combo 
Conference 01 /06 /2017 08:30 AM) 
Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing 
01/10/2017 01:30 PM) 
Timothy L. Van Valin 
Notice of Preliminary Hearing Status Conference Clerk, Mag. Ct. 
and Preliminary Hearing 
Subpoena Return /found -RJ Clerk, Mag. Ct. 
Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing Status James Combo 
Conference scheduled on 01/06 /2017 08: 30AM: 
Hearing Held Bring in CR 16-13048 
Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing scheduled Timothy L. Van Valin 
on 01/10/2017 01:30PM : Failure To Appear For 
Hearing Or Trial PA- 1 Witness 
Bring in CR 16-13048 
Warrant Issued -Bench Timothy L. Van Valin 
Case status changed: Inactive Clerk, Mag. Ct. 
Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing Status Mayli A. Walsh 
Conference 01/27 /2017 08:30AM) 
Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing 
01/31/2017 01: 30PM) 
James D Stow 
Notice of Preliminary Hearing Status Conference Clerk, Mag. Ct. 
and Preliminary Hearing 
Plaintiffs Supplemental Response To Discovery Clerk, Mag. Ct. 
Plaintiffs Supplemental Response To Discovery Clerk, Mag. Ct. 
Regarding Expert Witness 
Subpoena Return /found -RJ Clerk, Mag. Ct. 
Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing Status Mayli A. Walsh 
Conference scheduled on 01/27 /2017 08:30AM : 
Failure To Appear For Hearing Or Trial Bring in 
with CR 16-13048. 
Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing scheduled James D Stow 
on 01/31/2017 01:30PM: Hearing Vacated 
Bring in with CR 16-13048. 
Order On Idaho Criminal Rule 5(d) Appearance William Hamlett 
Warrant Returned Failure to Appear For Clerk, Mag. Ct. 
Preliminary Hearing on January 10, 2017 
Defendant: Burgess, Cora Lee Darlene 
Case status changed : Pending Clerk, Mag. Ct. 
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Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment /First 
Appearance 03/17 /2017 02:00PM) 
Judge 
Robert Caldwell 
Hearing result for Arraignment /First Appearance Robert Caldwell 
scheduled on 03/17 /2017 02: 00PM: Hearing 
Held 
Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing Status Mayli A. Walsh 
Conference 03/30/2017 08:30AM) 
Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing 
03/31/2017 01:30PM) 
Anna Eckhart 
Notice of Preliminary Hearing Status Conference Clerk, Mag. Ct. 
and Preliminary Hearing 
Subpoena Return /found-RJ Clerk, Mag. Ct. 
Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing Status Mayli A. Walsh 
Conference scheduled on 03/30/2017 08:30AM: 
Hearing Held 
Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing scheduled Anna Eckhart 
on 03/31/2017 01 :30 PM: Preliminary Hearing 
Held 
Bound Over (after Prelim) Rich Christensen 
Order Denying Defendant's Motion For Bond Anna Eckhart 
Reduction 
Order Holding Defendant Anna Eckhart 
Motion To Release Defendant On Own Rich Christensen 
Recognizance Or To Reduce Bond 
Information Rich Christensen 
Hearing Scheduled (Bond Hearing 04/21/2017 Rich Christensen 
08:00AM) OR Release 
Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment in District Court Rich Christensen 
04/21/2017 08: 00AM) 
Notice of Hearing Rich Christensen 
Notice Of Hearing Rich Christensen 
Motion To Suppress Rich Christensen 
Defendant's Supplemental Req. For Discovery Rich Christensen 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Suppress /Limine Rich Christensen 
06 /01/2017 03:00PM) 
Hearing result for Arraignment in District Court Rich Christensen 
scheduled on 04/21/2017 08:00AM : District 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Keri Veare 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: under 100 pages 
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Hearing result for Bond Hearing scheduled on Rich Christensen 
04/21/2017 08:00AM: District Court Hearing Hel 
Court Reporter: Keri Veare 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: OR Release under 100 pages 
Hearing result for Bond Hearing scheduled on Rich Christensen 
04/21/2017 08: 00AM: Motion Granted OR 
Release 
A Plea is entered for charge: - NG 
(137- 27 32(c)( 1) {F} Controlled 
Substance-Possession of) 
Order Releasing Defendant On Own 
Recognizance 
Hearing Scheduled (Pre-Trial Conference 
06 /09/2017 09: 30 AM) 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial Scheduled 
06 /19/2017 09: 00 AM) TRIALS ARE 
SCHEDULED FOR A TWO WEEK PERIOD 
TIME 
Notice of Hearing 
Defendant released on own recognizance 
Waiver Of Extradition To Idaho 
Motion To Instate Bond 










Plaintiffs Witness List Rich Christensen 
Subpoena Return /found-TF Rich Christensen 
Subpoena Return /found-RJ Rich Christensen 
Subpoena Return /found-RJ Rich Christensen 
Plaintiffs Response To Defendant's Rich Christensen 
Supplemental Request For Discovery 
Brief In Support Of Motion To Suppress Rich Christensen 
Subpoena Return /found-TF Rich Christensen 
Brief In Opposition To Motion To Suppress Rich Christensen 
Hearing result for Pre -Trial Conference Rich Christensen 
scheduled on 06 /09 /2017 09: 30AM: Hearing 
Vacated 
Hearing result for Jury Trial Scheduled scheduled Rich Christensen 
on 06 /19 /2017 09: 00AM: Hearing Vacated 
TRIALS ARE SCHEDULED FOR A TWO WEEK 
PERIOD TIME 
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First Judicial District Court - Kootenai County 
ROA Report 
Case: CR-2016-0018 15 7 Current Judge : Rich Christensen 
Defendant: Burgess, Cora Lee Darlene 
User : SANCHEZ 
State of Idaho vs. Cora Lee Darlene Burgess 
Date Code User Judge 
6 /2/2017 DCHH BOOTH Hearing result for Motion to Suppress /Limine Rich Christensen 
scheduled on 06 /01/2017 03: 00PM : District 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Byrl Cinnamon 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: under 100 pages 
HRSC MONAGHAN Hearing Scheduled (Pre-Trial Conference Rich Christensen 
07 /07 /2017 09: 30AM) 
HRSC MONAGHAN Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial Scheduled Rich Christensen 
07 /17 /2017 09:00AM) TRIALS ARE 
SCHEDULED FOR A TWO WEEK PERIOD 
MONAGHAN Notice of Hearing Rich Christensen 
6/5/2017 MNDQ SANCHEZ Motion To Disqualify- Judge Mitchell Rich Christensen 
6 /13/2017 SUBF KOZMA Subpoena Return /found-RJ Rich Christensen 
SUB F  KOZMA Subpoena Return /found-TF Rich Christensen 
6 /28/2017 DEOP BOOTH Memorandum Decision on Defendant's Motion to Rich Christensen 
Suppress 
7 /7 /2017 DCHH STECKMAN Hearing result for Pre-Trial Conference Rich Christensen 
scheduled on 07 /07 /2017 09:30AM: District 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Byrl Cinnamon 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Less than 1 00 
CONT STECKMAN Hearing result for Jury Trial Scheduled scheduled Rich Christensen 
on 07 /17 /2017 09:00AM: Continued TRIALS 
ARE SCHEDULED FOR A TWO WEEK PERIOD 
7 /10/2017 HRSC STECKMAN Hearing Scheduled (Pre-Trial Conference Rich Christensen 
08/11/2017 09: 30 AM) 
HRSC STECKMAN Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial Scheduled Rich Christensen 
08/21/2017 09: 00AM) TRIALS ARE 
SCHEDULED FOR A TWO WEEK PERIOD 
STECKMAN Notice of Hearing Rich Christensen 
7 /12/2017 ORDR BOOTH Order for Joinder (with CR 2016-13048 Rich Christensen 
7 /25 /2017 APSC OREILLY Appealed To The Supreme Court Rich Christensen 
8/3/2017 MNPD KEKAUOHA Motion For Appointment Of State Appellate Rich Christensen 
Public Defender 
8/11/2017 HRVC ANDERSEN Hearing result for Jury Trial Scheduled scheduled Rich Christensen 
on 08/21/2017 09: 00AM : Hearing Vacated 
TRIALS ARE SCHEDULED FOR A TWO WEEK 
PERIOD 
DCHH ANDERSEN Hearing result for Pre-Trial Conference Rich Christensen 
scheduled on 08/11/2017 09: 30AM : District 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Keri Veare 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: BURGESS, Cora SC #45317 7
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User: SANCHEZ 














Order for Appointment of State Appellate Public Rich Christensen 
Defender in Direct Appeal; Retaining Trial 
Counsel for Residual Purposes 
Notice Of Appeal Due Date From Supreme Court Rich Christensen 
Notice of Lodging Transcript Reporter Byrl 
Cinnamon Pages 7 1  
Rich Christensen 
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Ben Wolfinger, Sheriff 
Kootenai County Sheriff 
5 500 N Govt. Way 
Post Office Box 9000 
1:6 SEP -9 AH fO: a. 
Coeur d'Alene ID 83 816-9000 i �N THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
Vs. 
_ Cora Lee Burgess 
Defendant, 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 




) DECLARATION IN SUPPORT 
) OF PROBABLE CAUSE 
) 





I_ Jason Bates ___ , being first duly sworn, declare and say that: 
I am a Detective for the Kootenai county Sheriffs Office. The basis for the request for 
the issuance of a Complaint is set forth in the police report attached hereto and incorporated herein. I 
further declare and say that I have read the report and all the contents are. true and correct to the best of 
my knowledge, and that I am the author or that I personally know the author of the report to be a law 
enforcement officer whom I believe to credible and reliable. 
DATED this 9th. day of_September 20 I 6 . 
I declare under penalty of perjury pursuant to the law of the State ofldaho that the foregoing is true and 
correct. 
DATE: 09-09- I 6 - --
PRINTED NAME: Jason Bates 
Rev. 4/1 7/ 1 5  SHR #I6 




Kootenai County Sheriffs Office 
Deputy Report for Incident 16-18515 
Natm·e: DRUGS 
Location: 27 
Offense Codes: CSPS, IMPV, CSPP 
Received By: H.FRANK 
Responding Officers: R.JACOBSON 
Responsible Officet·: R.JACOBSON 
When Reported: 00:26:01 07/08116 
Assigned To: J.BAT ES 
Status: CA 
How Received: 0 
Address: N SHETLAND CT & E POLSTON 
AVE 
POST FALLS ID 83854 
Agency: KCSD 
Disposition: CAA 07/27/16 
Occurred Between: 23:50:00 07/07/16 and 00:50:00 07/08/16 
Detail: DRUG 
Status Date: 07/19/16 
First: Mid: 
Date Assigned: 06/19/16 
Due Date: **/**/** 
Complainant: 5994 
Last: KCSO 
Address: 5500 N GOVERNMENT WAY 
City: COEUR D'ALENE, ID R3814 Race: Sex: Phone: (208)446 -1300 
Offense Codes 
Reported: NC Not Classified 
Additional Offense: CSPS Cont Subst/Posess Synthetics 
Additional Offense: IMPV Impounded Vehicle 
Additional Offense: CSPP Cont Subst/Posess Paraphenalia 
Circumstances 
P K  Paul Klawitter 
LW LYNN WOLFE 
Responding Officers: 
R.JACOBSON 
Responsible Officer: R.JACOBSON 
Received By: H.FRANK 
How Received: 0 Officer Report 









Last Radio Log: **:**:** **/**/** 
Clearance: I ARREST REPORT TAKEN 
Disposition: CAA Date: 07/27/16 
Occurred between: 23:50:00 07/07/16 
and: 00:50:00 07/08/16 
Method : 
Printed on 09/07/ I 6 
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Deputy Report for Incident 16-18515 Page 2 of 14 
LT LOCATION TYPE LT13 HWY/RD/ALLEY 
D DRUGS/LIQUOR D34 
Involvements 
D ate Type Description Relationship 
07/08/16 Name KCSO, COMPLATNANT 
07/08/16 Name CRAIG, JOSHUA LEE OFFENDER 
07/08/16 Name BURGESS, CORA LEE OFFENDER 
07113/16 Citation DRUG VIOLATION Citation 
07/12/16 Citation TRAFFIC VIOLATION Citation 
07/19/16 Offense Offense#: 480659 - F - I count Charged With 
07/08/16 Offense Offense#: 480660 - M - 1 count Charged With 
07/08/16 Offense Offense#: 480661 - M - 1 count Charged With 
07/08/16 Vehicle BLU 1991 NTSS PICKUP JD IMPOUNDED 
07/08/16 Cad Call 00:26:01 07/08116 DRUGS Initiating Call 
07/08/16 Property CLR Drug METHAMPHETAMINE LIQUID 0 Seized 
07/08/16 Property Paraphernalia SYRINGES 5 Seized 
07/08/16 Property Drug METHAMPHETAMINE FLUSH 0 Seized 
07/08/16 Property Paraphernalia METHAMPHETAMINE M!SC Seized 
IO 
07/08/16 Property BLK BACKPACK EASTSPORT OUTDOOR 0 SAFEKEEPING 
07/08/16 Property RECORDING DVD-VIDEO P45 IN DASH Seized 
CAMO 
07/I2/I 6 Evidence CRAIG-BACKPACK Evidence Incident 
07/11/16 Evidence 2365-VIDEO Evidence Incident 
07/11/16 Evidence BURGESS-l.Ogm METH Evidence Incident 
07/11/16 Evidence CRATG-l.Ogm LIQ METH Evidence Incident 
07/11/16 Evidence BURGESS-PARAPHERNALIA Evidence Incident 
07/08/16 DS CT/KCPA/DET/LW DISSEMINATION 
07/08/16 [No description] Impounded 
Printed on 09/07/16 
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Deputy Report for Incident 16-18515 
Narrative 
KCS O [XX]CRIME REPORT []INCIDENT REPORT 
PRIMARY CRIME CODE/NAME: I. C. 37-2732C1 POS S ES S ION OF METHAMPHETAMINE 
S ECONDARY CRIME CODE/NAME: I.C. 37-2734A1 POS S ES S ION OF PARAPHERNALIA W/INTENT 
ADDITIONAL NAMES /DES CRIPTIONS : N/A 
INJURIES :  NO: XX YES : DES CRIBE: 
PHOTOS /VIDEO TAKEN: NO: YES : XX PHOTOGRAPHER I . D. : 2365 
RELATED REPORT NUMBER (S ): N/A 
NARRATIVE: 
On 07/07/2016 at approximately 2351 hours, Dep. T. Fanciullo and I (Dep. 
R. Jacobson) were a two man unit driving westbound on Polston Ave. X Idaho Rd. , 
when we observed a dark Nissan passenger truck pulling out of the Paul Bunyan 
restaurant. As the vehicle exited it turned eastbound onto Polston Ave. without 
stopping before entering the roadway in violation of I. C. 49-651. We turned 
around behind the vehicle and noted that it was pulling away from us and we were 
travelling approximately 25 MPH. I estimated the vehicle was travelling 30 MPH 
in a 25 MPH zone (confirmed 30 MPH with P45 radar in violation of I. C. 
49-654(2)). We stopped the vehicle for these violations and contacted the 
occupants (Driver- 0- Cora L. D. Burgess (Idaho D. L) and Passenger- 0-Joshua L. 
Craig (verbal ID) . 
I explained the reason for the stop to Burgess who admitted she had not stopped 
prior to entering the roadway. While speaking with Burgess and Craig, they both 
appeared unusually nervous . Craig appeared to possibly be under the influence of 
something as his eyes were very bloodshot, his speech was slurred, and he was 
very lethargic. When Burgess handed me her driver's license, I noted that her 
hand was visibly shak ing. Burgess was unable to provide proof of liability 
insurance. 
We returned to our patrol vehicle and ran Burgess and Craig's information. PFPD 
Officer C. Thompson was driving by and check ed out with us at this time as a 
cover unit . Craig showed to possibly be on state probation per our in house 
computer system. I ask ed Deputy Fanicullo to complete a citation for Burgess 
for failing to provide proof of insurance. Deputy Fanciullo had Burgess exit 
the vehicle while he issued her a citation. I contacted Craig and engaged him 
in general conversation. While speaking with Craig, I learned he was awaiting 
sentencing for a previous charge and he was on unsupervised probation. I 
confronted Craig about possibly being under the influence of something . Craig 
denied he was under the influence and claimed he was just tired. I ask ed 
him if the back pack between his legs belonged to him. Craig's nervousness became 
even more apparent as he stopped making eye contact, started holding his breath, 
and k ept looking down at the backpack . I asked Craig if there was something in 
the backpack he wished to tell me about. After several seconds of debating with 
himself, Craig stated he had two syringes in the pack , one which was filled with 
water, which he assumed were for meth although he claimed they belonged to 
someone else . I asked if I could retrieve the syringes and Craig consented. 
I asked Craig to exit the vehicle. Craig exited, faced away from me, placed his 
hands behind his back , and bent forward slightly at the waste without me telling 
Page 3 of 14 
Printed on 09/07/16 
BURGESS, Cora SC #45317 12
Deputy Report for Incident 16-18515 
him to do so. I thought this was very odd. I detained Craig at this time for his 
safety and the safety of everyone else on scene. 
I recovered the two syringes from the back pack pocket where Craig had indicated 
they would be . One of the syringes was loaded with a clear liquid. I later NIK 
tested of the substance inside which tested presumptive positive for 
methamphetamine. I explained to Burgess what I had found in Craig's backpack 
and asked her if I could search her vehicle for additional contraband. Burgess 
consented to a search of her vehicle. 
During a search of Burgess' vehicle, I located two syringes in a Coach clutch 
and a clear plastic bag with with residue that was similar in appearance with 
methamphetamine residue. The hand bag also contained paperwork belonging to 
Burgess including a pay stub of hers. 
I read Burgess the Miranda advisory and she agreed to speak with me. Burgess 
initially had denied the hand bag was hers but later admitted it did belong to 
her. Based on my training and experience, I k now that people will often try to 
distance themselves from containers that have illegal items. Burgess admitted 
that the clutch and it's contents belonged to her but she didn't k now where the 
syringes and baggie with residue had come from. Burgess admitted past 
methamphetamine use. I arrested Burgess for possession of paraphernalia. I 
later completed a syringe flush to be sent to the state lab. Additional charges 
are pending the results of the testing. 
I then read Craig the Miranda advisory and he agreed to speak with me. Craig 
admitted the backpack was his and claimed he was carrying the syringes around 
for someone else but would not provide a name. Craig later admitted he uses 
methamphetamine and wants help to stop using it. 
I collected the contraband from the vehicle and later booked it into Evidence 
along with a DVD recording of the incident from P45 in dash camera. 
Burgess didn't have a tow preference so S chaffer' s Towing was requested. 
S chaffer's Towing responded to the scene and took custody of Burgess' vehicle. 
Deputy Fanciullo and I transported Burgess and Craig to PSB where they were 
issued citations and released to the custody of detention deputies. We later 
completed a complaint request for Craig for possession of methamphetamine. 
DISPOS ITION: CA X 2 
Responsible LEO: 
Approved by: 
Page 4 of 14 
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Date 
Printed on 09/07/16 
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Supplement 
*****DEPUTY'S SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT***** 
On 07/2 7/2 016 I (Deputy Jacobson) got the results back from the Idaho state lab 
regarding the testing of the syringe flush from Burgess' Coach clutch. The test 
indicated that the syringe flush contained methamphetamine. 
I completed a complaint request for Burgess to be forwarded to the KCPO 
violation of I.e. 37-2732 Cl Possession of a controlled substance 
(methamphetamine) . 
Page 6 of 14 
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Sentryx Booking Information: 
Sentryx Booking Number·: 1 6-05980 
Name: CRAIG, JOSHUA LEE 
Phone: (208)215-6507 
Assigned Bed: " 
Booking Date: 07/08/16 
Name Number: 272696 
Address: 1 020 N WILLIAM ST 
POST FALLS, lD 83854 
Current Location: " 
Page 7 of 14 





KNIFE CASE BROWN 
KEY CHAIN W/KEYS 
CIGARETTES OPEN PACK 
GUAGE EARRING 
RING GREY METAL W/SKULLS 
RING BLACK METAL 
SHORTS BLACK 




Sentryx Bonds For Booking# 1 6-05980: 
Bond Type: NBND 
Issue Date: 07/08/16 
Clear Date: 07/08/16 
Ex Clearance: y 
Bond Type: BOND 
Issue Date: 07/08/1 6 
Clear Date: 07/08/16 
Ex Clearance: y 
Requil-ed Amount: $300.00 
Cash Due: $0.00 
Bond Type: BOND 
Issue Date: 07/08/16 
Clear Date: 08/ 1 0116 
Ex Clearance: Y 
Required Amount: $30,000.00 
Cash Due: $0.00 
Sentryx Inmate Holds On Booking# 1 6-05980: 
Type: [HSP] Hold for State Prison 
Q!ll.n 
1 JL215 20312 
JL2l5 203 1 2  
JL215 20312 
JL215 203 1 2  
JL2 1 5  20312 
JL215 20312 
JL2 1 5  203 1 2  
JL215 203 1 2  
JL2 1 5  20312 
JL215 20312 
JL2 1 5  203 1 2  
JL215 20312 
JL2 1 5  203 1 2  
JL215 20312 
Judge: 
Clearance Code: BRB.I 
Ex Clearance Desc: comb 
Judge: 
Clearance Code: BRB.l 
Ex Clearance Desc: comb 
Optional Amount: $0.00 
Judge: COMBO 
Clearance Code: BRBS 
Ex Clearance Desc: sent. 
Optional Amount: $0.00 
Printed on 09/07/16 
BURGESS, Cora SC #45317 16
Description Location Receipt# 
Deputy Report for Incident 16-18515 
Entered by: J .MORTON 
Cleared by: S.BARKLEY 
Remarks: RSP - RIDER - VIA NEZ PERCE CO 
Alert Codes: 
PS PROBATION S TATE 
When Entet·ed: 13:42:52 08/10/16 
When Cleared: 08:00:00 08116/16 
Page 8 of 14 
Sentryx Arrest# A314044 
Time/Date: 00:23:00 07/08/16 
Age at Arrest: 27 
Agency: KCSD 




Arrest Type: CUST 
Disposition: 
Sentryx Offense # 480659 
Statute: 37-2732cl 
Offense: CSPS Cont Subst/Posess Synthetics 
Offense Reference: F 16-13040 Offense Type: S 
Related Incident: 16-18515 
Entry Code: CRlM 
Com·t Code: DJS 
Offense Disposition: HOD 
Sentryx Offense # 480660 
Statute: 37-2734AI 
Offense: CSPO Controlled 
Substance/Posession 
Offense Reference: F16-13040 Offense Type: 
Related Incident: 16-18515 
Enh·y Code: CRIM 
Cour·t Code: MAG 
Offense Disposition: DIS 
Sentryx Booking Information: 
Sentt·yx Booking Number: I 6-05981 
Name: BURGESS, CORA LEE 
Phone: (208)704-4198 
  
Assigned Bed: " 
Booking Date: 07/08/16 
s 





Crime Class: F 
Law Jurisdiction: S 
Offense Location: 
Offense Area: 27 
Offense Time/Date: 10:45:00 08/10/16 
Disposition Date: 08/1 0/16 
NCTC: 
Crime Class: M 
Law Jurisdiction: S 
Offense Location: 
Offense Area: 27 
Offense Time/Date: 10:45:00 08/ 1 0/16 
Disposition Date: 08/ 1 0/16 
Name Number: 546925 
Address: 2008 N BLOSSOM CT 
POST FALLS, lD 83854 
  
Cunent Location: " 
Q.tUn 
I JL304 20313 
Printed on 09/07/16 




Deputy Report for Incident 16-18515 
Item 
WALLET GREEN W/ CHAlN 
PHONE BLACK 
DEBIT CARD VISA 
SOCK W HITE 
SOCK BLACK 
SHOES MULTI COLOR 
SHIRT B LACK 
PANTS BLACK 
BRA LEOPARD PRINT 
HOODY BLACK 
SPORTS BRA RED 
SHIRT PINK 
PIERCINGS STUDS 
Sentryx Bonds For Booking# 1 6-05981 :  
Bond Type: B OND 
Issue Date: 07/08/16 
Clear Date: 07/19/16 
Ex Clearance: Y 
Required Amount: $300.00 
Cash Due: $0.00 
Sentryx Arrest# A31 4045 
Time/Date: 02:03:22 07/08/16 
Age at Arrest: 19 
Arrest Type: CUST 
Disposition: 
Sentryx Offense # 480661 
Statute: 37-2734Al 
Offense: CSPO Controlled 
Substance/Poscssion 
Offense Refe1·ence: M16 -13048 
Related Incident: 16-18515 
Entry Code: CRlM 
Court Code: MAG 












Clearance Code: OR 
Ex Clearance Desc: or release 
Optional Amount: $0.00 
KCSD 




Crime Class: M 
















s Offense Area: 27 
Law Jurisdiction: s 
Offense Location: 
Offense Time/Date: 02:04:32 07/08/16 
Disposition Date: 07/08/16 
Printed on 09107116 
BURGESS, Cora SC #45317 18
De.scription Location Receipt# 
Deputy Report for Incident 16-18515 
Vehicles 
Vehicle Number: 16-06591 
  
State: ID 
Vehicle Year: 1991 
Make: NISS Nissan 
Color: BLU I 
Vehicle Type: PTK Passenger Truck 
Owner: 
Last: BURGESS First: 
   
Race: w Sex: F Phone: 




Local Status: IJT Involved in Incident 










Page 10 of 14 
 Address: 2008 N BLOSSOM CT 
(208)704-4198 City: POST FALLS, ID 83854 
Date Recov/Rcvd: **/**/** 
At·ea: 27 POST 
FALLS CITY 
Wrecker Service: SCHA SCHAFFERS 
Storage Location: 625 W DALTON 
Release Date: **/**/** 
Printed on 09/07/16 
BURGESS, Cora SC #45317 19
Deputy Report for Incident 16-18515 
Property 





Total Value: $0.00 
Owner: CRAIG JOSHUA LEE 272696 
Agency: KCSD KOOTENAI CO SHERIFF'S 
OFFICE 
Accum Amt Recov: $0.00 
UCR: DNL Drug/Narc-Amphct.Methamphet 
Local Status: EIS 
Crime Lab Number: 











UCR Status: SEZ 
Stot·age Location: 
Status Date: 07/08/ 1 6  
Date Recov/Rcvd: **/**/** 
Amt Recovered: $0.00 
Custody: **:**:** **/**/** 
Page 1 1  of 14 
Comments: LIQUID METHAMPHETAMINE REMOVED FROM A SYRINGE LOCATED IN CRAIG'S 
BACKPACK. 





Total Value: $5.00 
Owner: CRAIG JOSHUA LEE 272696 
Agency: KCSD KOOTENAI CO SHERIFF'S 
OFFICE 
Accum Amt Recov: $0.00 
UCR: DEQ Drug/Narcotic Equipment 
Local Status: EIS 
Crime Lab Number: 











UCR Status: SEZ 
Storage Location: 
Status Date: 07/08/16 
Date Recov/Rcvd: **/**/** 
Amt Recovered: $0.00 
Custody: **;**:** **/**/** 
Printed on 09/07/16 
BURGESS, Cora SC #45317 20
Deputy Report for Incident 16-18515 Page 12 of 14 
Comments: TWO SYRINGES RECOVERED FROM CRAIG'S BACKPACK. ONE SYRINGE WAS LOADED 
AND CONTAINED A CLEAR LIQUID. LIQUID TESTED PRESUMPTIVE POSITIVE FOR 
METHAMPHE TAMINE. REMAINDER OF LIQUID SENT TO THE STATE LAB FOR 
TESTING. SYRINGES DISPOSED OF PER KCSO POLICY. 





Total Value: $0.00 
Owner: BURGESS CORA LEE 546925 
Agency: KCSD KOOTENAI CO SHERIFF'S 
OFFICE 
Accum Amt Recov: $0.00 
UCR: DNL Drug/Narc-Amphet.Methamphet 
Local Status: EIS 
Crime Lab Number: 










Officer: R. JACOBSON 
UCR Status: SEZ 
Storage Location: 
Status Date: 07/08/16 
Date Rccov/Rcvd: **/**/** 
Amt Recovered: $0.00 
Custody: **:**:** **/**/** 
Comments: LIQUID METHAMPHETAMINE REMOVED FROM SYRINGE AND CONTAINED IN VILE 
(VTLE I CONTROL, VILE 2 FLUSH FROM SYRINGE). 





Total Value: $10.00 
Owner: BURGESS CORA LEE 546925 
Agency: KCSD KOOTENAI CO SHERIFF'S 
OFFICE 
Accum Amt Recov: $0.00 
UCR: DEQ Drug/Narcotic Equipment 
Local Status: EIS 
Crime Lab Numbet·: 











UCR Status: SEZ 
Storage Location: 
Status Date: 07/08/16 
Date Recov/Rcvd: **/**/** 
Amt Recovered: $0.00 
Custody: **:**:** **/**/** 
Po·inted on 09/07/16 
BURGESS, Cora SC #45317 21
Deputy Report for Incident 16-18515 Page 13 of 14 
Comments: TWO SYRINGES AND A PLASTIC BAGGJE WITH SUSPECTED METHAMPHETAMINE 
RECOVERED FROM A COACH CLUTCH BELONGING TO BURGESS. ONE OF THEY 
SYRINGES WAS FLUSHED AND SENT TO THE STATE LAB FOR TESTING. 





Total Value: $0.00 
Owner: CRAIG JOSHUA LEE 272696 
Agency: KCSD KOOTENAI CO SHERIFF'S 
OFHCE 
Accum Amt Recov: $0.00 
UCR: 
Local Status: 
Crime Lab Number: 










Total Value: $0.00 
Owner: KCSO 5994 
Agency: KCSD KOOTENAI CO SHERIFF'S 
OFFICE 
Accum Amt Recov: $0.00 
UCR: 
Local Status: 
Crime Lab Number: 













Status Date: 07/08/16 
Date Recov/Rcvd: 07/08/16 
Amt H.ecovcred: $0.00 
Custody: **:**:** **/**/** 
Owner Applied Nmbt·: 








Status Date: 07/08/16 
Date Recov !Rcvd: 07/08/16 
Amt Recovet·ed: $0.00 
Custody: **:**:** **/**/** 
Comments: DVD RECORDING OF INCIDENT FROM P45 IN DASH CAMERA. 
Printed on 09107116 
BURGESS, Cora SC #45317 22
Deputy Report for Incident 16-18515 
Name Involvements: 
O FFENDER : 546925 
Last: BURGESS 
  
Race: w Sex: F 
CO M PLAINAN5994 




O FFENDER : 272696 
Last: CRAIG 
  









Phone: (208)2 15-6507 
Page 14 of 14 
Mid: LEE 
Address: 2008 N BLOSSOM CT 
City: POST FALLS, ID 83854 
Mid: 
Address: 5500 N GOVERNMENT WAY 
City: COEUR D'ALENE, [D 83814 
Mid: LEE 
Address: 1020 N WILLIAM ST 
City: POST FALLS, JD 83854 
Printed on 09107116 
BURGESS, Cora SC #45317 23
ORDER C/QJ(f· 1�10··� 
The above-named defendant having been charged with the offense 
' ,,. · 
CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE A FELONY, IDAHO CODE §37-2732(C)(l), �.ilQi � l 
examined the affidavit and police report(s), the Court finds probable cause, based <ll�mbt 
evidence, for believing that said offense has been committed and that the said omr 
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that a Complaint/Petition/Summons/Warrant 
detention/appearance of the above-named Defendant. 
BURGESS, Cora SC #45317 24
of POSSESSI1J~~ou9t 
r ER ~1 • this 
BARRY MCHUGH 
Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney 
50 1  N. Government Way/P.O. Box 9000 
Coeur d 'Alene, ID 83 8 1 6-9000 
Telephone Number: (208) 446- 1 800 
Fax Number: (208) 446-2 1 68 
·� . . .. 
16 SEP -9 AH 10: Itt 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 




Case No. CR-F 1 6- / � /67--· 
I 
CRIMINAL COMPLAINT 
Agency Case: 1 6- 1 85 1 5  KCSO 
, appeared personally before me, and being first 
duly sworn on oath, that the above named defendant did commit tHe crime(s) of: POSSESSION 
OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE a Felony, Idaho Code §3 7-2732(c)( l ), committed as 
follows: 
That the defendant, CORA LEE BURGESS, on or about the 8th day of July, 20 1 6, in the 
County of Kootenai, State of Idaho, did knowingly and unlawfully possess a controlled 
substance, to-wit: methamphetamine, a Schedule II controlled substance, all of which is contrary 
to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case made and provided and against the peace 
Page 1 of 2 CRIMINAL COMPLAINT 
BURGESS, Cora SC #45317 25
and dignity of the people of the State of Idaho. Said complainant therefore prays for a Summons 
to be i ssued and for proceedings according to law. 
DATED this  � day of ' 20 � 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me 
Page 2 of 2 CRIMINAL COMPLAINT 
BURGESS, Cora SC #45317 26
20 [(,. 
STATE OF IDAHO I 
COUNTY OF J SS 
. .  
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF RK, T AT 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
vs. 
Co.-a Lee Bur·gess 
Plaintiff, 
Case No. CR-F l 6- jt[) /f:J '}/ 
ORDER TO APPEAR FOR 
FINGERPRINTING FOR 
PURPOSES OF CRIMINAL 
HISTORY 
c o PY 
Based on notice provided by the Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney, and pursuant to 
Idaho Code §67-3004(c)(5), it i s  hereby ordered that the defendant shall appear at the Kootenai 
County Public Safety Building, 5 500 N .  Government Way, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, for the 
purpose of providing fingerprints for criminal history identification for the charges of: Possession 
of a Controlled Substance, a Felony, Idaho Code 3 7-2732(c)( l ) .  The defendant is ordered to appear 
with a copy of this order at the Kootenai County Public Safety Building and provide fingerprints: 
�· before the initial court appearance or arraignment hearing; 
0 on the __ day of 20_ 
ENTERED this � day 
OFFICE OF SHEIUFF OF KOOTENAI COUNTY 
I hereby ce1tii}; that I served the within Order to Appear for Fingerprinting by showing the said 
within original to the fol lowing person named therein, and del ivered a true copy thereof to the said person 
on the day of , 20 __ . 
BEN WOLFINGER, 
Sheriff of Kootenai County Deputy 
ORDER TO APPEAR FOR FINGERPRINTING 
BURGESS, Cora SC #45317 27
< l ; , •~ i · / :  Defendant. 
"~1 ~ ~ r·~ b 
___ a.m./p.m; 
By: ----------
Log of 1 K-COURTROOM6 or 
.









09 :5 1 : 06 AM 
09 : 5 1 : 32 AM 
09: 5 1 :48 AM 
09:5 1 : 5 1  AM 
09:52 :0 1  AM 
09:52:07 AM 
CR 201 6-1 81 57 Burgess , Cora 20 1 60928 Arraignment F i rst Appearance 
Judge Burton 

















Cal ls Case: Def-Cora Burgess- Present in Court 
Understands the Rights- I was appointed a PD but it doesn't 
have her on my paperwork, this was part of a paraphernal ia 
charge then was amended up to felony-
You have two d ifferent cases, it mig ht stemmed from the same 
indicant-
Swears defendant in for Financial Statement-
Appoints Publ ic Defender, we wil l  set th is for a PH with in 21 
days-
You have two cases so you may have d ifferent court dates-
actually l ive in Moscow, can this be transferred there-
We can 't transfer this-
Confirms Defendant's Address-
Produced by FTR Gold ™ 
www.fortherecord .com 
file:///R:/Magistrate/Criminal/Burton/CR%2020 1 6- 1 8 1 57%20Burgess,%20Cora%2020 1 60 . . .  9/28/20 1 6  
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M U SI i3 E  CO MPLETED 
TO BE CO NS IDERED 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DIS RICT OF 
.STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
APPLICATION FOR: " CAS E NO.  
0 DEFENDANT 0 JUVENI E 0 CHILD 0 PARENT 
BY ) FINANCIAL STATEM ENT AND ORDER 
PAREIIJT or GUARDIAN OF MINOR 
My current telephone number or message phone is: 
Crimes 
I request the Court appoint expense ; and I agree to reimburse the county for the cost of said 
defense, in the sum and upon the terms as the Court may order.  
B ELOW I S  A TRU E AND CO RRECT STATEMENT OF MY F I NANCIAL CONDITIO N :  
1 .  E M P LOYM ENT : 
A. Employed : ___ yes no B .  Spouse Employed:  
d I \. C .  If not em ployed,  or self-employed , last ate of emp 
D .  M y  employer is : 
2 .  HOUSEHOLD INCOME M ONTHLY ( I nclude income of spouse) : 
3 .  
Wages before deductions $ Other income: ( Specify: Chi ld Support, S . S . ,  V.S . ,  A . D . C . ,  
Less Ded uctions $ Food Stamps, Etc . )  
Net Monthly Wages $ $ 
H O U S EHOLD EXPENSES MONTH LY: 
Rent or  Mortgage Payment $ 
Util ities $ \ /._, CJ 




Chi ld Care $ 
Recreation $ 
Medical $ 
I nsurance $ 
Other (Specify) $ 
Financial Statement and Order Regarding Public Defender, page 1 DC 028 Rev. 5/1 4  
BURGESS, Cora SC #45317 29
) 
DOB ____________ ~ 
N,0 1 11::: I ilhis applic:a ·on is, tie g made• on be al of a , in • - ease arnswer , e ollo ·11g questiions as 't ey 
app t 'to his/,~ r parelflts or ~ega'I gualid ·n. lnclu · ·_ nd your s ouse. 
Address: 
,/ 




3 .  HOUSEHOLD EXP E N S ES MONTHLY: (cont . )  
DEBTS : Cred itor 
Creditor 
Total $ 
Total $ $ per mo 
4. 
5 .  
6 .  
ASS ETS : 
Total $ $ per mo 
A. I (we) h ave cash on hand or in banks $ 
B .  I (we ) own personal  property valued at $ 
C. I (we) own vehicle(s) val ued at $ 
D. I (we) own real property val ued at $ 
E .  I (we) own stocks , bonds,  securities, or  interest therein $ 
TH E FOLL.OWI NG ALSO AFpECTS MY F I NANC IAL COND ITION (Specify):  { · 
DEPEN DENTS: ) self spouse chi ldren. other  (specify) 
(number) 
I 
The a bove named defendant parent guard ian appeared before the 
cou rt on the aforesaid a id of counsel . The court having considered the foregoing,  and 
having personal ly exa m ined the app l icant; D E N I ES the appointment of the service of 
f j) f/l<h•:&">� «t/C'" .' ,/4 /" c.<J(J .t/. !6 -- / 3  o'f,P 
THE APPLICANT MAY BE ORDERED TO PAY REIMBU RSEMENT FOR THE COST O F  APPOINTE D  COUNSEL 
AT TH E CONC LUS ION O F  T H E  CAS E. 
ENTERED th is day of _$2�-P.._,�,..f=¥----' 20�. 
Custody Status:  __ I n  Out 
Financial Statement and Order Regarding Public Defender, page 2 DC 028 Rev. 5/1 4  
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Creditor ----------
chargend requested th_e ___ _ -f ·_0RDERS 
counsel. 
Bond$ V f.., ----~,.....--.<,---
JUDG E 
Coples to : 
)<{fro eout1· Af · 
~ · I · !De.fender 
$ _____ _,.. er mo 
BARRY MCHUGH 
Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney 
5 0 1  N. Government Way/P.O. Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 8 3 8 1 6-9000 
Telephone Number: (208) 446- 1 800 
Fax Number: (208) 446-2 1 68 
20 1 6  SEP 30 AH 10: ·1 � 
0 G:'RK D IS T r\IC T  Ct4.Jil T 
" , 'r T' 
IN THE D ISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CORA LEE BURGESS 
Defendant. 
Case No. F 1 6- 1 8 1 57 (lead) 
M 1 6- 1 3048 
MOTION FOR JOINDER 
COMES NOW, BARRY MCHUGH, Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County, State of 
Idaho, and hereby moves the Court for an Order to join the above captioned cases. 
The State moves for this Joinder based on the fact that the cases involve the same 
defendant, evidence and witnesses and in the interest of judicial economy it would be more 
efficient for the matters to be joined. 
DATED this 29th day of September, 201 6. 
BARRY MCHUGH 
Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney 
-,;:, � 
Tony Clinger 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
MOTION FOR JOINDER 
BURGESS, Cora SC #45317 31
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the 29th day of September, 201 6, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing was caused to be delivered as follows: r mailed r faxed n hand delivered p­
emailed I JusticeWeb 
Kootenai County Public Defender 
MOTION FOR JOINDER 
BURGESS, Cora SC #45317 32
Log of 1 K-COURTROOM1 2 , · / 1 4/20 1 6  Page 1 of 1 
Description CR 201 6-1 8 1 54 Burgess, Cora 201 61 0 1 4  Prel iminary Hearing Status 
Conference 
C R  20 1 6- 1 8 1 54 Burgess, Cora 20 1 6 1 0 1 4  Motion for Joinder 
CR 20 1 6-1 3048 Burgess , Cora 20 1 6 1 0 1 4  Motion for Joinder 
Judge Walsh 
Clerk Mary Andersen 
Location 
Time s pe 
09 :0 1 :01  AM Judge Walsh 
09 :01 :28 AM 
DA 
09:02 :07 AM PA 
09:02 : 1 5  J 
09:02:23 AM Def 
09 : 02:47 AM J 
09:03 :06 AM End 
Note 
Calls case, Def present out of custody with Mr. Onosko, Ms. 
Simmons for State 
No objection to Motion for Joinder, trying to work out resolution . 
We'd l ike more time to d iscuss offer in  th is case. There is a 
pol ice video in  case I 'd l i ke to see if we can get that before 
making decision .  I don't see any prior continuances. 
Requesting continuance. 
No objection to continuance. 
Court enters Order for Joinder. 
I agree to continuance, understand right to speedy prel im,  
voluntary waiver speedy prel im.  
Court finds good cause for cont inuance , grants cont inuance, 
reset w/in 2 1  days 
Produced by FTR Gold TM 
www.fortherecord .com 
file://R:\Magistrate\Criminal\Walsh\CR 20 1 6- 1 8 1 54 Burgess, Cora 20 1 6 1 0 1 4  Motion for . . .  1 0/1 4/20 1 6  
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST mDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CORA LEE BURGESS 
Defendant. 
Case No. F 1 6- 1 8 1 5 7  (lead) 
M1 6- 1 3 048 
ORDER FOR JOINDER 
The Court having before it the Motion to Join, and good cause thus appearing, now 
therefore; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the above entitled cases be joined before the Honorable 
Judge Christensen under F 1 6- 1 8 1 5 7 .  
ENTERED this J,- day of 
ORDER FOR JOINDER 
BURGESS, Cora SC #45317 34
~ JUDG . 
:1)'11 
~:T,\TE Ur u, .. ·.,:--,c:f } ss 
,uwr o.= tvJ ,-rEi A! 
. l.t=.J: t O · l '-1 · I !o 
,., 9 ·.o:; O'CLOC Ji. 11•· 
CLERK, DISTRICT COU , 
L ,-.... ... ✓ 
. CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the a day of that a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing was delivered as indicated below: 
Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney (email : (:;in :;·e;_ h i'YI 
Coeur d'Alene Prosecuting Attorney (email: 
Post Falls Prosecuting Attorney (email: 
Rathdrum Prosecuting Attorney (email: 
Kootenai County Public Defender (email:  
Defendant/Defendant' s  Attorney: f lJ  0 rh...._ 
Kootenai County Jail (email : 
Kootenai County Work Release (email: 
us) 
Commullity Service (email: 
Adult Misdemeanor Probation (email: 
Probation & Parole (email : 
Idaho Department of Transportation (fax: 208-3 34-873 9) 
BCI (fax: 208-8 84-7 1 93)  





CLERK OF THE DISTRJCT COURT 
ORDER FOR JOlliDER 
BURGESS, Cora SC #45317 35
actt b.U:- . 20 L:-
-
Log of 1 K-COURTROOM 1 2  on 1 1 /4/20 1 6  Page 1 of 1 
Description CR 201 6-1 8 1 57 Burgess , Cora 201 6 1 1 04 Prel iminary Heari ng Status 
Conference 
J udge Eckhart 
Clerk Tiffany Burton 
Date 1 1 /4/20 1 6  
Speaker 
09: 37:24 AM Judge 
Eckhart 
09: 37 : 32 AM 
DA 
09:38: 1 2  AM 
09:38 : 1 8  AM J 




Calls case; Def present not in  custody w/ DA Mr. Nelson;  PA 
Ms. Perez 
Two cases; Def would request a continuance .  H as been 
cont inued before. She has not ever ta lked with her assigned 
attorney. If not ask to remain set as status. 
No object to continuance. 
Oct 1 4  waived rig ht to speed prel im. 
Request another continuance. 
Find good cause, wi l l  reset matter. 
Produced by FTR Gold TM 
www . fortherecord .com 
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Jft.lJ 1111-A~lon 




p~.tJ8·26, AM 108f 
AIM J 
AM End 
Log of 1 K-COURTROOM P ''1 1 1 /25/20 1 6  Page 1 of 1 
Description CR 201 6- 1 8 1 57 Burgess, Cora Lee Darlene 201 61 1 25 Prel iminary Hearing 
Status Conference 
J udge Walsh 
Clerk Barbara Watkins . .  � 
Time Speaker 
08: 37:45 AM J 
08:37 :57 AM PO 
08:38:02 AM PA 
08 :38 : 1 4  AM PO 
08:38 :35 AM J 
08:38 :43 AM OF 
08 : 39 :09 AM PO 
08: 39 :25 AM OF 




Of with Mr Chapman , Mr Whitaker for sstate 
Go to hearing 
Asking for a cont. Have 1 witness that is not avai lable 
Need a moment, consent to cont 
Comments to OF RE:  cont 
Understands. 
Waive reading .  
Rig ht to speedy PH 
U nderstands, waive right to speedy PH ,  
Accepts waiver of timely PH , Reset PHSC and PH .  
Prod uced by FTR Gold ™ 
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09:00 :54 AM 
09:00:55 AM 
09 :0 1 :07 AM 
09:0 1 : 1 4  AM 
09 :0 1 :38 AM 
CR 201 6-1 8 1 57 Burgess, Cora 201 61 2 1 6  Prel iminary Hearing Status 
Conference 
J udge Peterson 
Clerk Cassie Poole 
.� 





Onosko, Benjam in 




Defendant present not in  custody with Mr. Onosko , Ms. 
Perez for the state 
Leave set 
Ready for prel im ,  1 witness 
No witnesses 
Set for Tuesday 1 :30 downtown courthouse 
Produced by FTR Gold ™ 
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Description C R  201 6- 1 8 1 57 Burgess, Cora 201 6 1 220 Prel iminary Hearing 
J udge Walsh 
C lerk Wanda Butler 
Date Location K-COU RTROOM4 
Time Speaker 
0 1 :46 :46 PM J 
01 :46 :5 1 PM 
01 :48 :46 PM 
0 1 :48 :57 PM 
0 1 :49:03 PM 
01 :49 : 1 1  PM Mr. Ono 
01 :49 : 1 8  PM Ms.  
01 :49:24 PM 
J 
01 : 50 :00 PM end 
Note 
Cora Burgess 
CR 201 6-1 8 1 57 
Ms. Burgess - l ives in  Moscow - unable to get her because of 
weather. 
Mr. Onosko here on her behalf. 
Ms. Perez for state. 
Request to continue. 
no objection. 
Based on representations of counsel on traveling and the 
weather, she has previously waived right to speedy prelim , 
court wil l  continue the matter in  21  days . 
Produced by FTR Gold ™ 
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08 :53 : 1 3  AM 
08:53 : 1 8  AM 
08:53:23 AM 
CR 201 6- 1 8 1 57 Burgess, Cora 201 70 1 06 Prel iminary Hearing Status 
Conference 
CR 201 6- 1 3048 Burgess , Cora 201 70 1 06 Status Conference 
Judge Combo 
Clerk Kal ly Young 







Location K-COU RTROOM 1 2  
Note 
Calls Case: KCPA-Becky Perez/PD-Brad Chapman/Def-
Cora Burgess- Present in  Court 
We would waive the reading of the complaint ,  matter to 
be left set-
1 Witness 
Matter would be left set-
Produced by FTR Gold ™ 
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End 




0 1 : 33 :37 PM 
0 1 : 34 :02 PM 
0 1 : 34 : 32 PM 
0 1 : 35 :02 PM 
01 : 35 : 1 7  PM 
0 1 : 35 : 34 PM 
01 : 36 :08 PM 
0 1 : 36 :26 PM 
0 1 :36 :34 PM 
0 1 : 36 : 39 PM 
CR 201 6- 1 81 57 Burgess, Cora 201 701 1 0  Prel iminary Hearing 
Judge Van Va l in 
Clerk Symone Sasser 








J udge Van 
Val in  
Onosko 
Perez 
J udge Van 




Calls case, Ben Onosko present, Becky Perez present for the 
state , defendant not present. 
Defendant cal led me two hours ago, she has been trying to get 
out of her neighborhood a l l  morn ing and has been unable to get 
a ride. Req uests continuance. 
I understand her problem but we were here before and this 
exact thing happened . This has been happening since Ju ly ,  
defendant comes up with excuses to not show up .  Requests 
warrant 
I thought the state had said the tested the wrong substance 
Mr.  Onosko was not here and that is incorrect, we had tested 
the rig ht substance. 
Reviews fi le. No val id reason for non appearance,  issues bench 
warrant for $25k. 
Can we ask to reset this for prel ims? I have been in  contact with 
her and she wi l l  be able to make it to the court .  
No objection .  
Reset in ord inary course. 
Produced by FTR Gold ™ 
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Log of 1 K-CRT 1 2  on 1 127/20 1 7 Page 1 of 1 
Description CR 201 6-1 8 1 57 Burgess, Cora 201 70 127 Prel iminary Hearing Status 
Conference 
J udge Walsh 
Clerk Wanda Butler V'./J 
Time Speaker 
08:58 :55 AM J 
08:58:58 AM 
08:59:08 AM M r. Jones 
08:59: 1 8  AM 
08:59:31 AM PA 
08:59 :48 AM 
09:00: 1 3  AM 
09:00:3 1 AM 
09:00:45 AM 




OF is not p resent M r. Jones here on her behalf and Mr.  
Mortensen for state. 
Ms. Burgess snowed in Moscow ask to req uest continuance. 
Has been continued a few times, state and OF speedy 
a l ready been waived . 
Exact same thing on 1 /1 0 - she was snowed in and we 
objected . 
BIW was issued - l ike to confirm that is sti l l  outstand ing , and 
vacate hearing . 
There is sti l l  a bench warrant outstanding ,  issued by J .  
Vanval in on 1 / 1 0  a t  prel im hearing OF d idn't appear. 
Court wi l l  leave that warrant outstand ing.  Vacate the 
p rel iminary hearing.  
Not qu ite sure why i t  got reset g iven the fact we had an 
outstanding warrant, but i n  any event wait for the warrant to 
catch up with OF .  
Produced by  FTR Gold ™ 
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� 0 i HiM? I 5 Ali I I  : 3 1 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRI 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF L T 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs 











Cfl.. /& - I 
Case No. 
ORDER ON IDAHO CRIMINAL 
RULE 5( d) APPEARANCE 
'1 (J ( J J  
-<. (� c:-) . , i  "T1 5 
:� : •  
c-:.> --:r CJ �..:t --­
" 1  
:r:. 
The Defendant having appeared before this Court on this date pursuant to an 
arrest by the Latah County Sheriff's Office, initiated by a copy of the attached warrant, 
was informed in conformance with Idaho Criminal Rule 5( d) of the right to bail, the 
nature of the charge, that the defendant will be brought before a magistrate upon arrival 
in the demanding county, that the defendant is not required to make a statement, that any 
statement made by the defendant may be used against the defendant, of the right to 
counsel as provided by law, that the Defendant has a right to communicate with counsel 
and immediate family and that reasonable means to communicate be provided, and of the 
right to proceed under Rule 20, I.C.R. 
ORDER ON IDAHO CRIMINAL 
RULE 5(d) APPEARANCE: Page -1-
CERTIFIED COPY 
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Defendant's bail was set in the originating county at $ � s-:, 000 ,-�::.- The 
defendant was informed that, in the event bail is posted, the defendant must next appear 
at the County Courthouse, L cfl .4 /6'-A/ �- (City), Idaho, 
at o'clock, a,BJ../ p.m., Mountain/Pacific Time on the I of 
20 I? . In the event the defendant does not post bail, the 
Sheriff of said County is directed to bring the defendant before the above mentioned 
Court at the above date/ time. 
PROVIDED FURTHER, the Clerk of the Court is hereby directed to send one (1) 
certified copy of this order to the Latah County Sheriff's Office to be delivered to an agent 
' 
of County, and one (1) certified copy of this order to the _ 
Court Clerk's Office. 
DATED this 15th day of March, 2017. 
Magistrate Judge 
ORDER ON IDAHO CRIMINAL 
RULE S(d) APPEARANCE: Page -2-
CERTIFIED COPY 
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CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that true and correct copies of the ORDER ON IDAHO 
CRIMINAL RULE S(d) APPEARANCE were served on the following in the manner 
indicated below: 
� Latah County Sheriff's Office (certified) 
Latah County Courthouse 
Moscow, ID 83843 
Dated this of March� 2017.  
[ ]  U.S.  Mail 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Fax 
[t}1fand Delivery 
[ ] U .S. Mail 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
Delivery 
HENRIANNE K. WESTBERG 
Latah Co. Clerk of the Court 
ORDER ON IDAHO CRIMINAL 
RULE 5( d) APPEARANCE: Page -3-
Deputy Clerk 
D a l e  1 5 I 
rl n n r i anne  K. Westberg 
C l e r k  of D istrict C o u rt Deput\' 
i L a t a h  C o u nty.  I d a h o  
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Log of 1 K-CRT6 on 3/ 1 7/20 1 7  Page 1 of 1 
Description CR 201 6-1 8 1 57 Burgess , Cora 201 703 1 7  First Appearance 
J udge Caldwell 
C lerk-Sal ly Lunnen 
Def R ights 
Date 3/1 7/20 1 7  
Time Speaker 
02: 1 6 : 5 1  PM J udge Caldwell 
02 : 1 7 :04 PM 
02: 1 7:07 PM 
j 
02 : 1 7 :28 PM pa 
02: 1 7:33 PM 
02: 1 8:26 PM def 
02: 1 8:33 PM pa 
02: 1 9 :07 PM 




Defendant Present I n  Custody V1a Video 
U nderstands Rights 
rev bench warrant 
fta PH 
25k bond 
atty Mr Onosko 
Set PH w/in 1 4  days 
nothing to add 
nothing to add 
req OR release 
objects rev prior fta's 
req bond be left at 25k 
req den ied bond to remain set at 25k 
Produced by FTR Gold ™ 
www. fortherecord .com 
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09:57 :35 AM 
09:57 :53 AM 
09:58 :07 AM 
09:58 : 1 0  AM 
1 0:00 :57 AM 
1 0 :02 : 1 1  AM 
1 0:03 :56 AM 
1 0 :06 :51  AM 
AM 
CR 201 6-1 8 1 57 Burgess, Cora 201 70330 Prelim inary Hearing Status 
Conference 
Judge Walsh 
Clerk Jody Evans 













PA - Rebecca Perez 
DA - Benjamin  Onosko 
Defendant present in custody 
2 
Note 
Would remain left set, would l ike to address bond . 
1 wit 
Ms Burgess was released July of last year, she made al l  court 
appearances unti l the winter months h it. She l ives in Moscow and 
was snowed in .  She called ahead and let me know, Judge Van 
Val in found it no good cause and issued a warrant. She d id stay In 
contact with me. We ask for OR release today. She ownes a home 
and has a jo.b in Moscow. She wi ll be in jeporady of losing her job 
and her home if she remains in custody. She wil l  be able to make 
future court appearances. She has a valid l icense and 
transportation.  
I object to any reduction in  bond. We in itial ly did n't have PC in her 
fi le, On Dec 1 6th was left set for prel im , she d idn't appear for 
prel im. It was left set again and she d idn't appear because of the 
weather, a warrant was issued at that time. She now has a 
pattern . 
The state had contacted me after the first time it was left set and 
said they weren't ready to go. That was the reason she wasn't 
there ,  we had d iscussed the continuance requested by the state. 
I n  January she couldn't make it due to the snow. 
Reviews minutes from Dec 20th I was the judge, and I agreed to 
continue it. I n  January we had a status, you were not present. Mr 
Onosko tel ls the court you'd made contact with h im,  a continuance 
was requested . The court issued a warrant for $25K and the court 
reset the matter again .  Mr Onosko stated he would l ike the matter 
reset and that you wou ld make it to court .  January 27th you were 
not present again. I find a repeated fai lure to appear. 
The court will deny request to modify bond . Ms Perez to prepare 
order. 
Produced by FTR Gold™ 
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02:50 :22 PM 
CR 201 6-1 8 . J 7 Burgess , Cora 201 70331 
Judge Eckhart 
C lerk Mel issa Mi l ler 
3/3 1 /20 1 7  Location 
Speaker Note 
J udge Cal ls Case . Defendant present and in  custody, represented by 
Eckhart Mr Onosko . PA Present, Ms Perez. 
Cal ls Ryan Jacobson .  DX 
02 : 5 '1 :05 
02: 5 1 :24 PM 
Officer 
Jacobson 
02 : 53 :58 PM PA 
02 : 54 �06 PM Officer 
Jacobson 
02 : 54 :37 PM PA 
02 : 54:47 PM DA 
02 :55 :02 PM Officer 
Jacobson 
02 :55 : 1 3  
02 : 55:00 PM PA 
02 : 56 : 1 3  PM DA 
02 : 56:27 PM Officer 
Jacobson 
02 : 57 :57 PM DA 
02 : 58 :03 PM Officer 
Jacobson 
02 : 59:59 PM DA 
03:00:07 PM J 
03:00 : 1 3  PM Officer 
Jacobson 
03: 00:28 PM DA 
Patrol deputy with KCSO. Worked on 7/7/1 6 .  Contacted a dark 
Nissan passenger truck, Cora Burgess was driving .  Identified 
her with her d river's l icense . I n  Kootenai County, she consented 
to a search of the veh icle. I found two syringes and a baggy with 
residue i n  a clutch . Her pay stub was also in there, Col lected 
them and d id a flush of the syringe. Booked them into evidence. 
Describes. 
Approaches with exhibit 1 .  
It is the state lab report. Describes item related to Ms Burgess. 
Move to admit exhibit 1 .  
Is lab item #1 related to Ms Burgess in  any way? 
No,  that's related to the other rerson . 
• t I on re evance .  
Whites out items unrelated. 
Move to admit exhibit 1 .  
Voir  d i re in  aid of objection .  
Wrote a pol ice report in this case, in the way I was trained . 
Property sheet was created by myself or Deputy Fancel lo .  1 6-
0998 should be a syringe flush from Ms Burgess. 
Approaches Officer. 
Reviews report. 
No objection for purposes of this heari ng. 
Admits exhib it 1 .  
Occurred in  Kootenai County Idaho. 
ex 
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02~50:46 F)MI PA 
PM Clerk Oa1~h 
PM DA ObJec 
-
Log of 1 K-CRT8 on 3/3 1 /20 1 7  Page 2 of 5 
03:00 :30 PM Officer I n it ial ly stopped the vehicle, fai lure to stop -Jacobson 
03 :0 1 :06 PM PA Objection - relevance 
03 : 0 1 : 1 3 PM DA I asked h im to describe the situation lead ing up to it. I asked h im if there was anyth ing else. 
03: 0 1 : 5 1  PM J Sustained . 
03 :02 :45 PM Officer I bel ieve I asked her if she had anyth ing legal on her person . 
Jacobson Then I asked for consent to search . 
03 :03: 1 2  PM Objection - specu lation 
03:03 :23 PM Susta ined . 
03 :03 :30 PM I don't recal l  i f  I asked if there was anything i l legal in  the vehicle. 
I don't recal l  what the verbiage was, searching her or the 
Officer person .  I was u nder the impression that she was referring to the 
Jacobson vehicle. I can't say for sure right now. Stopped her because of 
not stopping and speeding.  Deputy Fancello cited her for the 
insurance violation . 
03 :06:26 PM PA Objection - specu lation 
03 :06 :37 PM J Overruled 
03 :06:4 1 PM PA Objection - relevance 
03 :06 :52 PM DA Seeing whether the officers were pursuing the purpose of the stop.  
03 :07 : 1 4  PM j relevance in that I don't know the timing . 
03:07 :27 PM Officer Officer Fancello was not sta l l ing .  Jacobson 
03:08:03 PM PA Objection - cal ls for legal  conclusion 
03:08 :09 PM J Susta ined. 
03:08 : 1 2  PM Officer Consent was g iven several minutes after we stopped the car. Jacobson 
03: 09:27 PM PA Objection - asked and answered 
03:09: 33 PM J Susta ined . 
03 :09 :59 PM Consent may have been 23 minutes into the stop. I t's not 
Officer necessarily too long to write a no insurance citation . Explains. 
Jacobson N umerous reasons it m ight take more or less time depending on 
the situation.  
03: 1 1 :  'j( Objection - hearsay 
03: 1 2 :26 PM J i ned. 
PM PA Objection - argumentative 
03: 1 2 :50 PM J Overru led . 
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Log of 1 K-CRT8 on 3/3 1 /20 1 7  
03: 1 2 :53 PM 
Officer 
Jacobson 
03: 1 3: 5 1  PM PA 
03: 1 4 :02 PM J 
03: 1 4:29 PM PA 
03: 1 4:34 PM DA 
03: 1 4:58 PM J 
03: 1 5:20 PM Officer 
Jacobson 
03: 1 5 :39 PM PA 
03: 1 5 :43 PM DA 
03: 1 5 : 53 PM Officer 
Jacobson 
o3: 1 6 ·  J 
03: 1 6 :48 PM Officer 
Jacobson 
03: 1 7: 52 PM PA 
03: 1 8 :05 PM DA 
03: 1 8: 1 9  PM Officer 
Jacobson 
03: 1 8 : 52 PM PA 
03: 1 8 : 56 PM DA 
03: 1 9 : 1 9  PM 
J 
03:20 : 07 PM Officer 
Jacobson 
03 :21 : 0 1  PM PA 
03:2 1 : 08 PM J 
03 :2 1 :27 p 
03:2 1 :45 p J 
03:2 1 :48 p 
03:2 1 : 5 1  PM recess 
Page 3 of 5 
Did not stop the car just to see if drugs were in  the vehicle . Did 
not prolong it for that reason, e ither. Post Fal ls officer Chris 
Thompson arrived later. He did not contribute to the 
investigation . 
Objection - hearsay 
Sustained . 
Objection - hearsay 
It's the officer's own statement. 
Sustained . 
I d id not talk  to the passenger's probation officer. He was on 
unsupervised probation. 
Objection - relevance. 
Withdrawn . 
Drugs were found i n  the veh icle, she was not free to leave after 
the citation was written .  
Objection 
Overru led . 
The backpack with syringes was in the vehicle. I d id n't handcuff 
her or  deta in her, but she wasn't free to leave. I had to make 
sure there were not any more drugs in the vehicle. 
Objection - relevance 
Withdrawn . 
I had a l ready found d rugs in  the vehicle backpack when she 
consented to search . 
Objection - relevance 
Now it's 
Parapherna l ia was found in the vehicle and she was the d river. 
He found two syringes in the backpack. 
Sustained .  
She was nervous and shaking , but the drugs in  the vehicle were 
the reason I d id the search . 
Objection - hearsay. 
Sustained . 
Objection - hearsay. 
Overruled 
I 'm going to take a break and look at that other case. 
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Log of 1 K-CRT8 on 3/3 1 /20 1 7  Page 4 of 5 
03:37 :24 PM J Recal ls case. Previous parties present. 
03 :38 :02 PM DA Continues CX 
03:38 : 1 1  PM PA Objection - hearsay. 
03 :38 : 1 6  PM J Overruled . 
03 :38 :20 PM I don't recal l  i f  I asked about avai labi l ity of  a d rug dog . I don't 
think the ticket was complete prior to finding paraphernal ia but I 
Officer d idn 't write it. I asked for consent to search to make a stronger 
Jacobson case. Prior to finding the paraphernal ia in the back pack, I was trying to ascertain why the male passenger was acting the way 
he was and the root of the defendant's nervousness. Part of my 
job is to contact motorists and see what's out of place.  
03:42 : 1 2  PM DA Objection - relevance 
03:42 :2 1  PM J Sustained. 
03:42 :44 PM DA jection - relevance 
03:43 :06 P M  PA It's a lead up  
03:43: 1 0  PM J I ' l l  g ive leeway. 
03:43: 1 6  PM Officer Yes , we use pol ice l ingo.  Jacobson 
03:43 : 34 PM PA relevance. 
03:43 :38 PM J Sustained . 
03:43 :47 PM PA Red i rect 
03:43 : 57 PM Officer Gave me consent Jacobson 
03:44 :09 PM DA Objection - officer testified he didn't remember 
03:44:43 PM J Sustained 
03:44:47 PM I couldn't qu ite remember about what was said for consent. 
When I write a report it is done close in time. It wou ld refresh my 
Officer memory to look at the report. Views report. She consented to let 
Jacobson me search her vehicle . I was not trying to delay the stop.  Ms 
Burgess was not in handcuffs. She was standing there ,  she had 
not tried to leave and I d id not tel l  her she could not leave. 
03:47:40 PM DA Re-cross. 
03:47:49 PM Officer She was not free to leave when she was j ust standing there. I 
Jacobson wrote in  my report that I got consent to search the veh icle. 
03:48:23 PM PA Objection - asked and answered . 
03:48:29 PM J Sustained. 
03:48:40 PM Officer I would have been working on the citation if I was not doing the 
Jacobson other duties involved . 
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Objection -
Log of 1 K-CRT8 on 3/3 1 /20 1 7  
03:49: 5 1  PM PA Objection - asked and answered . 
03:49:58 PM J He described them a l ready. Susta ined. 
03 :50 :08 PM PA Objection - beyond the scope 
03: 50:29 PM J Overruled . 
03 :50 :33 PM Officer I don't remember wh ich of us began writing the citat ion. Jacobson 
03: 5 1 :27 PM Objection - relevance 
' 03 : 5 1 :33  PM DA This is a l l  about the delay. 
03 : 5 1 : 57 PM Overruled . 
03 :52 :03 PM Officer It's al l  part of the stop .  Jacobson 
03 : 52 :27 PM Nothing further. 
03 :52 : 3 1  PM evidence. 
03 : 52 :35 PM PA arg ument. 
03 : 54 :48 PM DA Final  arg ument. 
Page 5 of 5 
04:00 :0 1  PM Job is to determine whether the state met its burden on a 
J 
04 : 0 1 :07 PM End 
probable cause basis. 
State met its burden .  
S igns Order B ind ing To District Court .  
Assigned to Judge Christensen. 
Prod uced by FTR Gold ™ 
www. fortherecord .com 
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STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CORA LEE BURGESS, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CRF 1 6- 1 8 1 5 7  
ORDER DENYING 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR 
BOND REDUCTION 
This  matter having come before the Court upon the defendant's  Motion for Bond 
Reduction/; the State having been represented by Rebecca Perez, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney; 
the defendant being present and represented by Benjamin M Onosko; the Court having 
considered arguments on the matter, now therefore 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the defendant' s  Motion for Bond Reduction is denied 
for reasons stated on the record. 
ENTERED this  ,_3/.:;:Y day of , 20/ l  
ORDER DENYING DEFENDANT' S 
MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION/OR RELEASE 
Page 1 of 2 
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7 UDGE 
,-. TE pF SERVICE_,. 
1 h�reby certif� that on �e .2_ day of , 20_ljthat a true and correct copy of the 
was del ivered as mdicated below: 
Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney (email :  ) 
Coeur d 'Alene Prosecuting Attorney (email :  
Post Falls Prosecuting Attorney (email :  ervice 
Rathdrum Prosecuting Attorney (email : 
Kootenai County Public Defender (email : 
Defendant/Defendant' s  Attorney: 
Kootenai County Jail (emai l :  
Kootenai County Work Release (email :  
a i v.  
Community Service (email :  
Adult Misdemeanor Probation (email: 
Probation & Parole (emai l : dist I 
ccd 
Idaho Department of Transportation (fax: 208-334-8739) 
BCI (fax : 208-884-7 1 93)  





ORDER DENYING DEFENDANT'S 
MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION/OR RELEASE 
Page 2 of2 
BURGESS, Cora SC #45317 54
CERTIFI~A 
Af2n1 
STATE OF' IDAHO 
vs. 
CORA LEE DARLEN E BURGESS 
 
FELONY CASE # CR-2016-0018157 ORDER 
DEPlJTY 
[ ) DISMISSING CHARGE(S) 
CHARG��(S_): COUNT 1 - CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE-POSSESSION OF - F' 
] Dismissed - insufficient evidence to hold defendant to answer charge(s). [ ]Bond exonerated. [ ]NCO Lifted . 
...... 
�Specify dismissed charge(s) on above line, if other charges still pending) 
[ /] Preliminary hearing having been waived by the defendant on the above listed charge(s), 
[ ] Preliminary hearing having been held in the above entitled matter, and it appearing to me that the offense(s) set 
forth above has I have been committed, and there is sufficient cause to believe the named defendant is  guilty 
thereof, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the defendant is held to answer the above charge(s) and is bound over to District Court. 
The Prosecuting Attorney shall file an Information that includes all charges under this case number. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the defendant be admitted to bail in the amount of $ and is 
committed to the custody of the Kootenai County Sheriff pending the giving of such bail. 
[ ] Defendant was advised of the charges and potential penalties and of defendant' s  rights, and having waived his/her 
constitutional rights to: a) trial by jury; b) remain silent; and c) confront witnesses, thereafter pled guilty to the 
charge(s) contained in the Information filed by the Prosecuting Attorney. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that all pretrial motions in this case shall be filed not later than 42 days after the date 
of this order unless ordered otherwise. All such pretrial motions in this matter shall be accompanied by a brief in support of the 
motion, and a notice of hearing for a date scheduled through the Court. 
THIS CASE IS ASSIGNED TO JUDGE 
ENTERED this _-1:)hay of 
[ ] Prosecutor 
. . �Assigned District Judge: 
Order Holding Defendant/Dismissing Case 
, 2oft 
. .<._.·i/<-e(· . / 
Judge 
Rev5/16 
BURGESS, Cora SC #45317 55
iF[ ~- ,T .rr D1 _ A D J EU co RT. S.TAT11~ 0 ' ID H ·, COCJNT\' 
324 \ 1• G.UWKN N lflt, P. .), I - 000. · 'O UR D 1 A.LIU~ k, Ut 
I37-2732(C)(1) 
Amended to: --------------- ------------------
Copj . oot 
' - Of m: 11 a ail.·...,~~.....,__ 
cu [ I_ ,,. I 
A p r ,  3. 2 0 1 7  1 : 5 2 P M K o o l e n a. i  C o u n t y  P u b l i c  D e f e n d e r  
Benj amin M. Onosko, Deputy Public Defender 
The Law Office of the Public Defender of Kootenai County 
PO Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83 8 1 6  
Phone: (20 8) 446- 1700; Fax: (208) 446- 1 70 1  
Bar Number: 8448 
N o .  1 7 0 3  P . 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 













CASE NUMBER CR-16-0018157 
F/l\1 
MOTION FOR RECOGNIZANCE 
RELEASE OR REDUCTION OF BOND 
COMES NOW, the above named defendant, by an.d through her attorney, Benjamin M 
Onosko, Deputy Public Defender, and hereby moves the Court for its Order releasing the defendant 
on her own recognizance or reducing the bond in this matter. 
This motion is made pursuant to the gth and 1 4m amendments of the U.S .  Constitution; 
Article I, § §  6 and 1 3  of the Idaho Constitution; and I.C.R. 46. 
This motion is made on the grounds that defendant has ties to the community and is not a 
flight risk, and the bond as set violates the defendanf s rights to due process and to be free from 
excessive bond and cruel and unusual punishment as guaranteed by the U.S .  and Idaho Constitutions . 
Counsel requests that this motion be set for hearing in order to present oral argument, 
evidence and/or testimony in support thereof. Requested time is ten minutes .  
M OTION FOR RECOGNIZANCE RELEASE 
OR. REDUCTION OF BOND Page 1 
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/J.V ' - r 
A p r .  3. 2 0 1 7  1 : 5 2 PM K o o t e: n a. i  C o u n t y  P u b 1 i c  D e f e n d e r  N o .  1 7 0 3  P .  2 
DATED this day of March, 201 7 . 
THE LAW OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC 
DEFENDER OF KOOTENAI COUNTY 
BY• � 
BENJAMIJ\T M 
DEPUTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I here by certify that a true and correct foregoing was personally served by placing 
a copy of the same as indicated below on day of March, 20 17 ,  addressed to : 
County Prosecutor FAX 446-2 1 6 8  
Via Fax 
Interoffice Mail 
MOTION FOR RECOGNIZANCE RELEASE 
OR REDUCTION OF BOND Pa.ge 2 
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IIEL£A8! OR REDUCTION OF JlOND 
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Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney 
50 1  N. Government Way/P.O. Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83 8 1 6-9000 
Telephone Number: (208) 446- 1 800 
Fax Number: (208) 446-2 1 68 
Assigned Attorney 
Rebecca Perez 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CORA LEE BURGESS 
 
 
F ingerprint #:  2 800095848 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-F 1 6- 1 8 1 57 
INFORMATION 
BARRY MCHUGH, Prosecuting Attorney in and for the County of Kootenai, State of 
Idaho, who prosecutes in its behalf, comes now into Court, and does accuse Cora Lee Burgess 
with committing the crime(s) of: POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE, Idaho 
Code §37-2732(c)( l ), committed as follows: 
That the defendant, CORA LEE BURGESS, on or about the 8th day of July, 20 1 6  in the 
County of Kootenai , State of ldaho, did knowingly and unlawfully possess a controlled substance, 
to-wit: methamphetamine, a Schedule II controlled substance, all of which is contrary to the 
form, force and effect of the statute in such case made and provided and against the peace and 
dignity of the People of the State of Idaho. 
INFORMATION 1 of 2 BURGESS, Cora SC #45317 60
,, 
DATED this 4 day of April, 20 1 7 . 
BARRY MCHUGH 
Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney 
Rebecca Perez 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the 5th day of April, 20 1 7, a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
was caused to be delivered as follows: r mailed r- faxed rl hand delivered w emailed r· 
Justice Web 
Kootenai County Public Defender 
Benjamin M Onosko 
INFORMATION 2 of2 
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A · r .  1 2 . 2 0 1 7  3 : 2 4 PM K o o t e n a i C o u n t y  P u b l i c  D e f e n d e r  N o .  1 9 2 5  P .  1 12 
Benj amin M. Onosko, Deputy Public Defender 
The Law Office of the Public Defender of Kootenai County 
PO Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83 8 1 6  
Phone: (208) 446- 1 700; Fax: (208) 446- 1 70 1  
Bar Number: 8448 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
Plaintiff, 
v. 










CASE NUMBER CR�16-0018157 
F/M 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS 
COMES NOW, the above named defendant by and through her attorney, Benjamin M 
Onosko, Deputy Public Defender, and hereby moves the Court for an Order suppressing any and all 
evidence gathered against the above named defendant including all statements made by the 
defendant, the observations made by the officers of the defendant and defendant' s belongings during 
and after the extension of the stop. The evidence must be suppressed because the warrantless 
extension of the stop by the officers was unlawful and without legal justification, therefore in 
violation of the Fourth Amendment to the Constitution of the United States and Article I §  1 7  of the 
Constitution of the State of Idaho. 
Article I Section 1 7  of the Idaho Constitution affords greater protection than the Fourth 
Amendment to the United States Constitution based upon the long-standing jurisprudence of the 
Idaho appellate courts, 
.
the uniqueness of the State of Idaho, and the uniqueness of the Idaho 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS Page 1 
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) --------
A o  .. . 1 2 . 2 0 1 7  3 : 2 4 PM K o o t e n a i C o u n t y  P u b l i c  D e f e n d e r N o .  1 9 2 5  P . 2/2  
Constitution. See State v. Cada, 129 Idaho 224 (Ct.App . l 996) (Idahoans have higher expectation of 
privacy in their land); State v. Guzman, 122 Idaho 98 1 ,  995 (1 992) (not the exclusionary rule, but the 
constitutional provision itself impedes fact-finding function of Court- but this is a "price the framers 
anticipated and were willing to pay"); State v. Thompson, 1 1 4 Idaho 746 (1 988) (Idahoans have a 
higher expectation of privacy in the home); State v. LePage, 102 Idaho 3 87 ( 1981 )  Gudicial integrity 
mandates exclusionary rule) ; State v. Rauch, 99 Idaho 586 (1 978) (admission of illegally seized 
evidence itself a violation of constitution); State v. Arregui, 44 Idaho 43 (1927) (application of 
exclusionary rule in Idaho 34 years prior to Mapp v.  Ohio, 367 U.S .  643 (1 96 1)). 
Counsel requests that this motion be set for hearing in order to present oral argument, 
evidence and/or testimony in support thereof. Requested time is 50 minutes.  
DATED this day of April, 20 17 .  
THE LAW OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC 
DEFENDER OF KOOTENAI COUNTY 
DEPUTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was personally served by placing 
a copy of the same as indicated below on the \1- day o f  April, 20 1 7, addressed to : 
County Prosecutor FAX 446-2168  
Via Fax 
Interoffice Mail 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS Page 2 
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BY:~~ 
B JAMINM ONOSKO 




08:07: 1 1  AM 
08:07 :35 AM 
08:07 :50 AM 
08:08: 1 9  AM 
08:09 : 1 7  AM 
08: 1 0 :03 AM 
CR 201 6-1 8 1 57 Burgess, Cora Lee Darlene 201 7042 1 Arraign ent and 
Bond 
J udge Rich Christensen 
Clerk Kathy Booth 
Court Reporter Keri Veare 
PA Rebecca Perez 
DA Benjamin Onosko 
Location 
Speaker Note 
J Cal ls case - PA Perez, DA Onosko present with defendant - in custody - for arraignment and bond motion 
DA We' l l  enter NOT G U l L  TY pleas 
Def I 've seen the I nformation . My name, DOB and SS# are correct. I wa ive reading of the I nformation. 
J Advises defendant of rights/charges 
Def I have a 1 2th g rade education. I read , write and understand Engl ish .  I am a US citizen 
J Advises of types of plea that can be entered 
08 : 1 0 : 1 2 AM POSSESSION OF CONTROLLED SU BSTANCE - NOT GU lL  TY 
08: 1 0 :28 AM J Advises of right to speedy trial The I nformation was fi led Apri l 5 .  TRIAL TO BE SET IN JUNE 
08 : 1 1 :09 AM I wi l l  be out of town June 6 - 1 3  
08: 1 1 :23 AM That's just where the PTC wil l  be .. 
08: 1 1 : 30 AM PAIDA 2 days for trial 
08 : 1 1 : 35 AM We ask for ROR. She was out on bail and made several court 
appearances and during the winter she got snowed in and 
missed a couple of appearances. She owns a home and is in 
DA danger of losing it if she remains in custody and can't make 
money. She had a job in Moscow when she was taken into 
custody.  Her mother resides in Hayden and she can reside with 
her if that is the court's preference. 
08 : 1 3 : 1 1  AM I object to reduction of bond. She's had a couple of FTA's in this 
PA case - reviews FTA h istory. Her criminal record is only a 
misdemeanor mal icious injury i n  20 1 5 . 
08: 1 4:45 AM J ROR based on sl ight criminal  record and she's been in custody since March 1 4th or 1 5th 
08: 1 5 : 1 1 AM Def I got arrested on the 1 3th . 
file :// /R:/District/Criminal/Christensen/CR %2020 1 6- 1 8 1 57%20Burgess, %20Cora%20Lee. . .  4/2 1 /20 1 7  











Log of I K-CRT I on 4/2 1 /201 ,.., 
08: 1 5: 1 9  AM 
08 : 1 5 :54 AM Def 
08 : 1 6 :02 AM 
08 : 1 6: 1 2  AM 
08: 1 6 :50 AM Def 
08: 1 7 :02 AM 
Page 2 of2 
CONDITIONS OF RELEASE NO CRIMES SIGN WAIVER OF 
EXTRADITION APPEAR IN COURT NO ALCOHOL OR 
CONTROLLED SU BSTANCES NOTIFY OF ADDRESS 
CHANGE MAI NTAIN  ATTORNEY CONTACT 
the condit ions. Thank you ,  I appreciate that. 
I d i rect that DA get a date for the motion to suppress. DEF IS 
REQU IRED TO BE AT THE SUPPRESSION H EARING 
OK 
Produced by FTR Gold ™ 
www.fortherecord .com 
file :/ I /R:/District/Criminal/Christensen/CR %2020 1 6- 1 8 1 57%20Burgess, %20Cora%20Lee. . .  4/2 1 /201 7 





IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 




RELEASE ON OWN RECOGNIZANCE and 
CONDITIONS 
The above case having come before the Court on the below date and the Court having 
considered the factors in I .C .R. 46, now therefore, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that bail be set in the amount of $ 
and the following are established as the conditions of release: 
THE DEFENDANT SHALL: 
1 .  no new criminal offenses greater than an infraction (a finding of probable cause on a 
offense is sufficient to revoke bail); 
2. of extradition and file with the Court; 
3 .  all court appearances timely; 
4. consume alcohol or controlled substances; 
5. notify the Court and defense counsel of any change of address; 
6. regular contact with defense counsel; 
7. 0 Do NOT drive, operate or be in physical control of a motor vehicle without a valid license and 
insurance; 
8 .  0 Obtain a Substance Abuse/Barterer' s  Evaluation from an approved evaluator by: 
9. 0 Submit to : 0 EtG 0 Dmg 0 Both EtG & Dmg urinalysis testing __ times monthly through: 
[ ] Avertest (address/phone below) [ ] Absolute (address/phone below) 
[ ] Other Results to be provided to the 
Prosecuting Attorney's office, Public Defender/Defense Attorney , 0 Court 
1 0 . 0  Other: 
Defendant has acknowledged these conditions in open court, and is advis d that a violation of any 
ORDER SETIING BAIL AND CON DITIONS OF RELEASE PA0-1001  1 1 /14 
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ORDER -SE'fTINC BML :r 
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· d ii nd rit b ing 11f!'turn d to jail. 
BARRY MCHUGH 
Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney 
5 0 1  N. Government Way/P.O. Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83 8 1 6-9000 
Telephone Number: (208) 446- 1 800 
Fax Number: (208) 446-2 1 68 
Assigned Attorney 
Rebecca Perez, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE F IRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AN D FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE O F  I DAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CORA LEE BURGESS 
Defendant. 
Case No. CRF 1 6- 1 8 1 57 
PLAINTIFF ' S  WITNESS 
LIST 
The Plainti ff may call the fol lowing witnesses at trial , although not necessarily in the 
same order as l isted. 
Travis Fanciul lo, 5 500 N Government Way Coeur d Alene, ID 83 8 1 4  
Ryan Jacobson, 5500 N Government Way Coeur d Alene, I D  838 1 4  
Christina Rayner, I SP  Forensics, 6 1 5  W. Ste. B Coeur d'Alene, ID 83 8 1 5-7785 
The State reserves the right to supplement discovery as it becomes available. 
DATED this 25 day of April, 20 1 7 . 
BARRY MCH UGH 
Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney 
Rebecca Perez 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
PLAINTIFF 'S  WITNESS LIST Page 1 of 2 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
hereby certify that on the 251h day of Apri l ,  20 1 7, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing was caused to be delivered as fol lows : r mailed r faxed il hand delivered !;./ 
emai led r JusticeWeb 
Kootenai County Public Defender 
Benjamin M Onosko 
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Benjamin M. Onosko, Deputy Public Defender 
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The Law Office of the Public Defender of Kootenai County 
PO Box 9000 
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Phone: (208) 446- 1 700; Fax: (208) 446- 1 70 1  
B ar  Number : 8448 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
v .  











CASE NUMBER CR-16-0018157 
FfM 
BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS 
COMES NOW, the above named defendant by and through her attorney, Benj amin M 
Onosko , Deputy Public Defender, and submits this Brief in Support of her Motion to Suppress 
Evidence. 
FACTS 
On July 7, 20 1 6, at approximately 1 1 : 50  p.m, Defendant, Cora Burgess, was the driver of 
a vehicle and Mr. Joshua Craig was a passenger in that vehicle . The vehicle was pulled over by 
officers Fanciullo and Jacobson for failing to fully stop before entering the roadway . Upon 
approaching the vehicle, the officers learned that Ms. Burgess had recently purchased the vehicle 
but did not yet have insurance on it. Ms. Burgess gave officer Jacobson her driver 's license, 
vehicle infonnation and her current address . Approximately one minute into the stop, officer 
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Thompson anived on scene. Officer Jacobson also collected identifying information from the 
passenger . 
After collecting Defendant's  infonnation, all three officers went back to their vehicle to 
talk. Officers Fanciullo and Jacobson told officer Thompson that they are out tonight "doing 
some traffic trying to find some dope. '' The officers began talking about the passenger and began 
trying to figure out whether or not he was on probation. The offlcer talked about bringing a drug 
dog out to the scene, but they were told that Post Falls didn't have a drug dog officer on duty at 
that time. Officer Jacobson then asked officer Fanciullo if he would write Ms. Burgess a ticket 
for no insurance after they confirmed whether or not a drug dog could be brought out. The 
officers then started to talk about the passenger again. The officers opined that Mr. Craig seemed 
suspicious . They then talked about how to go about asking Mr. Craig for permission to search 
his backpack, and if he refused consent, how to send a letter to his probation officer advising that 
Mr. Craig was being non-cooperative and to dock him points for that . These conversations 
between the officers lasted for approximately seven minutes .  During this time, no officer was 
working on the purpose of the stop, which was issuing Ms. Burgess a traffic citation. 
Officer Fanciullo then reproached the vehicle and had Ms. Burgess get out of the car and 
stand by his police car while he wrote her ticket. During this same time, officer Jacobson went 
and talked to Mr. Craig in the vehicle. Approximately five minutes later, Mr. Craig exited the 
vehicle, was put in handcuffs, and officer Jacobson began searching his backpack. One minute 
later, officer Fanciullo handed Ms. Burgess her traffic citation. However, officer Fanciullo told 
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Ms. Burgess that she was not free to leave, and she would have to  stay sitting on the police car 
until they had everything figured out with Mr. Craig. 
Ms. Burgess continued to be detained by the officers for approximately three to four more 
minutes. Then, officer Jacobson approached her and asked for consent to search. During a 
search of Ms. Burgess ' vehicle, officers allegedly discovered drugs. 
LEGAL STANDARD 
The Fourth Amendment to the United States Constitution states in part, "The right of the 
people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches 
and seizures, shall not be violated." U.S.  Canst. amend. IV. This language mirrors the language 
of the Idaho Constitution which also protects persons and their papers and effects against 
umeasonable searches and seizures . I .D. Canst. art. 1 ,  § 1 7. Despite the identical language, this 
Court is free to interpret the Idaho Constitution as more protective of the rights of Idaho citizens 
than the Federal Constitution. State v. Henderson, l l 4 ldaho 293 , 756 P.2d 1057 ( 1988). On 
several occasions Idaho Courts have interpreted Article 1 ,  § 1 7  to provide for greater protection 
against unreasonable searches and seizures than the Fourth Amendment. See !d. ; State v. 
Guzman, 1 22 ldaho 9 8 1 ,  824 P.2d 660 ( 1 992); State v. Thompson, 1 1 4 Idaho 746, 760 P .2d 1 1 62 
(1 98 8). Evidence obtained in violation of these Constitutional protections generally may not be 
used against the victim of the illegal government action. State v. Bishop, 1 46 Idaho 804, 81 1 ,  
203 P J d  1 203, 1 2 1 0  (2009) . "This rule, known as the exclusionary rule, applies to evidence 
obtained directly from the il legal government action and to evidence discovered through the 
exploitation of the original i llegality, or the fruit ot the poisonous tree." !d. When a defendant 
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seeks to have evidenced suppressed under this theory, the State bears the burden of showing that 
the search and seizure were reasonable .  /d. 
Seizures of the person must typically be justified by probable cause; but, in appropriate 
circumstances an officer may briefly detain a person for purposes of investigating criminal 
behavior without probable cause. Terry v. Ohio, 392 U.S .  1 (1 968). "However, in order to pass 
constitutional muster, an investigatory seizure, or ' stop' must be justified by a reasonable, 
articulable suspicion on the part of the police that the person to be seized has committed or was 
about to commit a crime. ' '  State v. Fry, 122 Idaho 1 00, 1 03 ,  83 1 P .  2d 94 2, 94 5 (Ct. App . 1 992). 
"Reasonable suspicion must be based on specific, articulable facts .'' Bishop, 1 46 Idaho at 8 1 1 , 
203 P.3d at 1 2 1 0 . "[R]easonable suspicion requires more than a mere hunch or inchoate and 
W1particularized suspicion. ' '  /d. (internal quotation omitted). 
When a defendant challenges his detention, the burden is first on defendant to prove that 
a seizure occurred. State v. Page, 1 40 Idaho 841 , 843 , 1 03 P.3d 454, 456 (2004). The burden 
then shifts to the State to show that the seizer was based upon reasonable suspicion and 
sufficiently limited in scope and duration. State v. Bordeaux, 1 4 8  Idaho 1 ,  8 ,  2 1 7  P J d  1 ,  8 (Ct. 
App. 2009). 
ARGUMENT 
Mr. Burgess' traffic stop was unlawfully extended, and any alleged consent to search her 
vehicle in this case flowed directly from that unlawful extension of the stop. 
"An individual ' may not be detained even momentarily without reasonable, objective 
gro\.Ulds for doing so."'  State v. Gutierrez, 1 37 Idaho 647, 65 1 ,  5 1  P .3d 46 1 , 465 (Ct. App. 2002) 
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(quoting Florida v. Royer, 460 U.S.  49 1 ,  5 00 ( 1 983))- A traffic stop constitutes a seizure ill der 
Terry, and like any seizure under Terry, the tolerable limits for the length of a traffic stop is the 
amount of time reasonably required "to address the traffic violation. " Rodriguez v. United States, 
1 3 5  S .Ct. 1 609, 1 6 1 4  (20 1 5) .  
"[W]hile an officer may conduct certain unrelated checks during an othel'\Vise lawful 
traffic stop, the officer may not do so in a way that prolongs the stop, absent the reasonable 
suspicion ordinarily demanded to justify detaining an individual." State v. Linze, Docket No. 
4232 1 (Ct. App. ,  Jan. 8 ,  201 6) (citing Rodriguez, 1 3 5  S .  Ct. at 1 6 1 5). "Authority for the seizure 
thus ends when tasks tied to the traffic infraction are, or reasonably should have been, 
completed." I d. 
The Supreme Court has definitively stated that a traffic stop may not be prolonged 
beyond the time reasonably necessary to complete the purpose of the stop, and that delaying the 
stop further is unconstitutional, absent reasonable suspicion of new criminal activity. Rodriguez, 
1 3 5  S .Ct_ 1 609. In Rodriguez, an officer stopped a vehicle for a traffic offense. ld. The officer 
completed the traffic warning at 12 :28 ,  but kept the vehicle on scene until 1 2 : 3 3  so that a drug 
dog could walk around the vehicle. /d. , at 1 6 1 3 .  The government argued that this prolonging of 
the stop was de minimis, and was therefore permissible. The Supreme Court rej ected this 
argument and continued to adhere to its established precedent that a traffic stop "may ' last no 
longer than is necessary to effectuate"' the purpose of the original stop. /d. , at 1 6 14 (quoting 
: 
Illinois v. Caballes, 543 U.S .  405, 407 (2005)). Because the purpose of the stop could have been 
completed before the dog sniff occurred, the seizure was unlawfully prolonged. !d., at 1 6 1 6 . 
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In Gutierrez, a traffic stop was prolonged when the officer questioned the vehicle 
occupants for approximately one minute concerning drugs, which was not the purpose of the 
traffic stop. Our Court of Appeals found that prolonging the traffic stop by 60�90 seconds for 
questioning constituted an unlawful seizure . 137  Idaho at 652, 5 1  PJd at 466 . "Further 
detention was not lawful after the point at which the purpose of the stop was resolved." !d., at 
652, 5 1  PJd at 466 (quoting United States v. Valadez, 267 F.3d 395 (5th Cir. 200 1)). 
In Linze, an officer stopped a vehicle for a traffic infraction. The defendant was a 
passenger in the vehicle. While the officer was writing the ticket, a canine unit arrived to do a 
sweep around the vehicle. The officer who was writing the ticket stopped working on the ticket 
for only two and a half minutes to act as cover officer for the canine officer. Within 3 0  seconds 
of conducting the canine sweep, the dog alerted on the vehicle. The passenger was subsequently 
charged with possession of controlled substances. Our Court of Appeals found the first officer 
unlawfully prolonged the seizure when he stopped working on the original purpose of the stop, 
the infraction, and acted as a cover unit for the canine officer. !d. Because a traffic stop "must 
be temporary and last no longer than necessary to effectuate the purpose of the stop," the Court 
found the delay of approximately two minutes to be unlawful. I d. 
The State of Idaho appealed the Court of Appeals decision in Linze, and our Supreme 
Court agreed to consider the case. State v. Linze, Docket No. 43 960, Op. No. 1 3 0  (Nov. 1 0  
20 1 6) .  Our Supreme Court fully affirmed the decision of the Court of Appeals, and even took 
the time to put an exclamation point on the importance of the rule: 
[T]he United States Supreme Court did not restrict its analysis to cases in which 
the underlying purpose of the traffic stop was completed prior to a drug dog 
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sweep. Instead, the United States Supreme Court reached a much broader 
holding: "a police stop exceeding the time needed to handle the matter for which 
the stop was made violates the Constitution's shield against unreasonable 
seizures." This rule is both broad and inflexible. It applies to all extensions of 
traffic stops including those that could reasonable be considered de minimis. 
!d. (internal citation omitted) (emphasis added). Our Supreme Court also pointed out that "a 
deviation from the original purpose of a traffic stop will inevitably lengthen the. time needed to 
complete the original purpose of the seizure/' and thus, "the timing of an officer' s departure from 
the original purpose of the seizure is irrelevant, it only matters that the officer departed from that 
purpose." !d. 
In this case, Defendant's detention was unlawfully prolonged by the officers because they 
shifted their focus away from the purpose of the stop, and towards an investigation of the 
passenger. Even after collecting Ms. Burgess ' information, the officers did not begin working on 
her traffic citation for at least seven minutes . During this time, the officers were only talking 
about getting a drug dog out to the scene, and how to question the passenger. The fact that the 
officers departed from the purpose of the stop, Defendant's  traffic violation, and shifted their 
focus to a drug investigation is further highlighted by the officers' statement that they were just 
out that night "doing some traffic trying to find some dope . ' '  
At the time the officers extended the stop, they lacked reasonable suspicion to believe that 
either passenger was involved in any criminal activity. Our Courts have found that extensions 
much shorter than the one in this case are unlawful . See Gutierrez, 137 Idaho 647, 5 1  P.3d 46 1 ;  
Linze, Docket No. 43 960, Op. No. 1 30 .  As the Supreme Court has made clear, authority for the 
seizure in this case should have ended when "tasks tied to the traffic infraction are, or reasonably 
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should have been, completed_" Rodriguez) 1 3  5 S. Ct. at 1 6 1 5 .  Because tasks relating to the 
traffic stop should have been completed prior to the removal of the passenger and search of the 
vehicle in this case, the stop was unlawfully prolonged. " [T]he timing of an officer' s departure 
from the original purpose of the seizure is irrelevant, it only matters that the officer departed 
from that purpose. '' Linze, Docket No. 43960, Op. No. 1 30. 
Additionally, the stop was also prolonged, and Ms. Burgess ' detention continued even 
after officer Fanciullo had given Ms. Burgess her ticket. At this point in time, Ms. Burgess 
should have been free to go. However, the officer told her that she would have to remain on 
scene until the other officers finished talking to/searching Mr. Craig. At the time officer 
Fanciullo told Ms. Burgess she would have to remain on scene while the officers dealt with Mr. 
Craig, the officers lacked reasonable suspicion that Ms. Burgess was engaged in any criminal 
activity. The prolonging of her stop at this point was therefore also unlawful. This prolonging of 
the detention lasted for approximately three minutes. 
Finally, the alleged consent that Ms. Burgess gave for officers to search the vehicle was 
invalid because it was given while Ms_ Burgess was being unlawfully detained. As our Courts 
have found, consent given during an unlawful detention is not valid. Gutierrez, at 653,  5 1  P.3d 
at 467. Because the officers did not have valid consent to search the vehicle, the search was 
unlawful and any evidence discovered during the search must be suppressed. 
CONCLUSION 
Defendant respectfully requests the Court find that she was subjected to an unlawful 
prolonged detention, and suppress any evidence gained as a result of that unlawful detention. 
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DATED this day of May, 2017 .  
THE LAW OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC 
DEFENDER OF KOOTENAI COUNTY 
BY: ;?£,e.---· .. 
BENJAMIN M ONOSKO 
DEPUTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was personally served by placing 
a copy of the same as indicated below on the day of May, 201 7, addressed to : 
Kootenai County Prosecutor FAX 446-2 168  � Via Fax 
_ fut�office Mai! 
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501  Government Way/Box 9000 
Coeur d 'Alene, ID 83 8 1 6-9000 
Telephone: (208) 446- 1 800 
Facsimi le :  (208) 446- 1 833  
Assigned Attorney : 
REBECCA PEREZ 
STATE OF IDAHO 
COUt-ITY OF KO 
FILED: ' 
IN TH E DISTRICT C OURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CORA LEE BURGESS, 
Defendant. 
CASE NUMBER CR-20 1 6-1 8 1 57 
BRIEF IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION 
TO S UPPRESS 
COMES NOW the State, by and through Rebecca Perez, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, 
and hereby submits its Brief in Opposition to Defendant's Motion to Suppress. 
FACTS 
On July 7, 20 1 7, Kootenai County Sheriffs  Deputies Jacobson and Fancui l lo stopped a 
dark Nissan passenger truck for fai l ing to stop before entering the roadway, a violation of ldaho 
code §49-65 1 .  The truck was also confirmed to be speeding. The defendant, Cora Burgess, was 
the driver of that truck. The passenger was Joshua Craig. After being contacted, both occupants 
appeared nervous and exhibited physical signs consistent with being under the influence of a 
control led substance. The defendant was unable to provide proof of l iability insurance. After 
speaking with the occupants, the deputies retreated back to the patrol car. They spoke for about 
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seven minutes, speaking about their duties, the occupants of the car and their actions, and 
generally conversing. They also talked about the occupant who was on probation and what the 
correct practice would be for dealing with a possible probation search . During that time, Deputy 
Jacobson was running the occupants' names through dispatch, a process which is done whenever 
a vehicle is stopped and which is a normal step to filling out a citation. Deputy Fancuillo then 
took over the process of completing the citation for the defendant. He returned to the truck and 
asked the defendant to step out of the truck while the citation was being completed. 
Deputy Jacobson also went back to the truck to question the passenger, who had 
previously admitted that he was on probation. He also acknowledged that he had two syringes in 
his backpack in the car which were used for meth. Based on that, Deputy Jacobson asked the 
passenger to step out so he could search for that paraphernalia. At about that same time, Deputy 
Fancuillo completed the citation and handed it to the defendant. Because Deputy Fancuillo could 
see that there was a search going on, he told the defendant just to hang back or have a seat while 
Deputy Jacobson completed the investigation. The defendant was not handcuffed, restricted, or 
constrained. 
Deputy Jacobson then approached the defendant. He explained to her that he had found 
some contraband in the backpack, and asked for consent to search the truck. The defendant 
responded that he could. The truck was then searched. Deputy Jacobson found a Coach clutch 
with syringes and a clear plastic bag with residue, consistent with methamphetamine residue. 
The cl utch contained a pay stub with the defendant' s name. The defendant initially denied 
ownership of the clutch, but later acknowledged that the clutch and contents, aside from the 
syringes and baggie with meth, belonged to her. The residue was booked into evidence and later 
confirmed to be methamphetamine. 
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I SSUE PRESENTED 
1 .  Was the stop unlawfully extended? 
2.  If so, are there any fruits of the poisonous tree to suppress? 
ARGUMENT 
1 .  There was no u n lawful extension of the traffic stop. 
A traffic stop is l imited in scope and duration, and is therefore analyzed under the 
principles of Terry v. Ohio and investigative detentions .  State v. Ramirez, 1 45 Idaho 886,  889 
(Ct. App. 2008). Thus, traffic stops must be temporary and last no longer than necessary to 
effectuate the purpose of the stop. !d. Importantly, there is no bright line rule on thi s  what is  
"longer than necessary"-a court must consider the surrounding circumstances, including the 
scope of the detention and "the law enforcement purposes served, as well as the duration of the 
stop." !d. To be sure, courts, including the United States Supreme Court, have stated that "an 
individual may not be detained even momentarily without reasonable, objective grounds for 
doing so." State v. Gutierrez, 1 3 7  Idaho 647, 652 (Ct. App. 2002); Florida v. Royer, 460 U.S .  
49 1 ' 497 ( l  093) .  
For example, i n  State v .  Gutierrez, the Idaho Supreme Court considered a case where an 
officer stopped a vehicle with three occupants. 1 3  7 Idaho 64 7 (Ct. App. 2002). The 
driver/defendant appeared nervous, but nothing else was notable about the stop. !d. at 649. The 
officer ran the necessary checks, completed the citation, and then returned the citation and 
l icense and registration to the defendant. !d. After everything was complete, the officer then 
engaged in further questioning about the nervous behavior and asked for consent to search the 
car. !d. Consent was given and the search revealed contraband. !d. The extension of the stop, 
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including the conversation and consent, was about 90 seconds. !d. The Court concluded the 
extension was unlawful-the purpose of the stop had concluded and there was no further reason 
to contact the defendant. The motion to suppress was granted. 
But that case does not stand for the proposition that every time a stop is extended, a 
constitutional v iolation has occurred. All of the circumstances must be considered, and the initial 
investigatory detention may be extended "if there exist objective and specific articulable facts 
that j ustify suspicion . . .  " State v. Ramirez, 1 45 Idaho 866, 889 (Ct. App. 2008). For example, in 
State v. Ramirez, a trooper stopped a defendant and noticed some suspicious items in the car. He 
asked the defendant how many pounds of various types of drugs the defendant was carrying, and 
the defendant denied any criminal activity. 1 45 I daho 886, 888 (Ct. App. 2008). The trooper then 
requested the normal documentation and spent about 1 5  minutes running the records through 
dispatch, and also awaiting a drug dog. !d. He then had the defendant step out of the vehicle to 
discuss the citations. !d. The drug dog arrived one minute later and began circl ing the van. !d. 
The trooper finished the explanation of the citation, and told the defendant he was free to leave, 
but also asked for consent to search. The defendant acquiesced, and the drug dog entered the van 
to search inside. Jd. Drugs were found and the defendant was charged with Possession with 
Intent to Deliver. ld. 
The Court found no constitutional violations during this  stop. The initial questions about 
drug use, even though not related to original reason for the detention, were permissible because 
the defendant was lawfully detained at the time of the questions: "Under current United States 
Supreme Court interpretation, when a suspect is otherwise being reasonably detained, the Fourth 
Amendment is not infringed by the officer's interrogating the suspect about possible criminal 
activity unrelated to the justification for the detention." !d. at 890, quoting State v. Stewart, 1 45 
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Idaho 64 1 (Ct. App. 2008). Furthermore, the defendant argued that the trooper intentionally 
delayed the stop to al low time for the drug dog to arrive. The district court, however, had found 
that the time that the trooper took to investigate the paperwork, including the registration, title, 
and other questions regarding ownership was not unreasonable and was a necessary stop to 
effectuate the purpose of the stop. !d. at 890-9 I .  And finally, the court concluded that a very 
brief extension long enough to ask for consent to search is not an impermissible extension of a 
stop; the additional two seconds is objectively reasonable. !d. at 89 1 .  
Furthermore, a stop can be extended if  there are additional facts presented which warrant 
further investigation . The original purpose of a stop or investigative detention is "not 
permanently fixed . . .  for during the course of the detention there may evolve suspicion of 
criminal ity different from that which initially prompted the stop." State v. Parkinson, 1 3 5 I daho 
357 ,  362 (Ct. App. 2000). Therefore, a stop may be extended if there are specific facts which 
lead an officer to infer that further criminal activity is occurring apart from the initial reason for 
the stop. !d. ; Terry, 3 92 U . S .  at 2 1 .  In the case State v. Sheldon, the Idaho Court of Appeals held 
that a defendant who was stopped for an improper turn was lawfully further detained when the 
officers gained information from informants that the defendant dealt methamphetamine, was 
likely armed, had been earlier parked at a location known for drug activity, had previously been 
arrested for drug offenses, and had bloodshot and glassy eyes. 1 39 Idaho 980, 985 (Ct. App. 
2003) .  That information led officers to engage in more detailed questioning and make a request 
for consent to search the defendant' s  car. !d. The court held that those facts did lead to 
reasonable suspicion, and the extension was therefore j ustified. !d. Traffic stops are commonly, 
and constitutionally, extended when further evidence presents of, for example, a possible DUI,  
open container, or DWP. 
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In  this case, the officers contacted the defendant and obtained the standard paperwork. 
They then began the standard checks, including running the defendant's name through dispatch. 
That took several minutes. During that time, the officers conversed. It is of no legal significance 
that they were chatting during that time. They might have stood silent, had a drink of water, 
paced back and forth, or done any number of things. The important fact is that, during that time, 
they were runn ing the name through dispatch and engaging in the normal practice to issue a 
citation. Also, much of the officers' conversation focused on how best to deal with the fact that 
the passenger was on probation. They had l ittle information, and were discussing the best legal 
course of action . Lawyers and judges often take weeks to determine the legal significance of 
every moment of a traffic stop. The fact that Officers Jacobson and Fancui l l o  chose to step back, 
discuss, and make sure that things were done right should not mean that the subsequent actions 
were unconstitutional . 
Therefore, there was no constitutional violation . The defendant relies heavily in State v. 
Gutierrez, discussed above. But in that case, the purpose of the stop had concluded, and then it 
was unlawful ly extended. Nothing of the sort occurred here. The officers spent several minutes 
waiting for dispatch to run the names. The purpose of the stop had not concluded; in fact, they 
were stil l  in the very initial investigatory stages. This case more closely parallels State v. 
Ramirez, above, where the officer went through the normal procedures and did not push anything 
out longer than necessary. The fact that the officer may have been si lently hoping the K9 unit 
arrived or that he would somehow be able to find evidence of a crime is of no importance. 
And, of course, further evidence which is found during a stop may lead to further 
investigation and an extension beyond the original purpose of the traffic ticket. Here, Officer 
Jacobson and Fancui l lo  went through the procedures for issuing a citation. They then spoke to 
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each occupant separately. When Officer Jacobson learned there was drug syringes in  the car, he 
had an obligation to investigate and then search that backpack, and also to determine who was 
involved in that crime. The stop, then, moved away from a mere insurance traffic ticket to an 
investigation regarding controlled substances. This did require some extra time, but that 
extension is exactly the sort of constitutionally-permissible actions described in State v. Sheldon. 
If an officer was required to abandon a further drug investigation or perform only a l imited and 
perfunctory investigation because he was afraid it might take too long, the investigation would 
be undermined and lead to cases which reveal the superficial facts rather than the actual truth. 
Deputy Jacobson did exactly what was required when the traffic stop turned into a paraphernalia 
or possession of a control led substance case-he investigated further to ensure that the correct 
charges were filed. Those actions were constitutional and no violations occurred. 
2. Even if the stop was extended, there are no fruits of the poisonous tree to suppress. 
Motions to suppress deal with evidence which the defendant contends resulted from some 
constitutional violation. This  evidence is commonly referred to as "fruit of the poisonous tree." 
In determining whether to suppress such evidence, "the court must inquire whether the evidence 
• has been recovered as a result of the exploitation of the illegality or instead by means sufficiently 
.distinguishable to be purged of the primary taint." State v. Page, 1 40 Idaho 84 1 ,  846 (2004) . In 
.s ituations regarding an unlawful extension of a stop, the common evidence that i s  suppressed is 
lhe dog sniff and subsequent search. See eg State v. Gutierrez, 1 3  7 I daho 64 7,  652 (Ct. App. 
2002); Florida v. Royer, 460 U .S .  49 1 ,  497 ( I  093). In this cases, the drug sniff occurred because 
the stop was extended-had there been no constitutional violations, the dog would not have 
arrived and no search would have occurred. 
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Here, however, there are no poisonous fruits. Even if the seven minute delay, as alleged 
by the defendant, occurred and the deputies were simply standing around for that time, that delay 
yielded no evidence. No drug dog came as a result of that delay, no evidence was found because 
of that seven minutes, and nothing about the time frame was unduly coercive so as to taint the 
rest of the stop. After that time frame, Deputy Jacobson spoke to the passenger which then led to 
the further investigation. That same thing would have occurred i f  that seven minute window was 
shorter, longer, or had not occurred at all . Based on that, even if a constitutional v iolation is 
found, there is no ev idence to suppress and the motion should be denied. 
CONCLUSION 
For the foregoing reasons the State respectful ly requests that the Defendant's Motion to 
suppress be denied. 
DATED this  30 day of M ay 20 1 7. 
REBECCA PEREZ 
DEPUTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
1 hereby certify that on the 301h day of May, 20 1 7, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing was caused to be delivered as follows: 
Benjamin Onosko 
Publ ic  Defender of Kootenai County 
Emai led 
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Log of l K-CRT l on 6/ 1 /20 1 7  Page 1 of 7 
Description 
Time 
03: 1 4 :00 PM 
03 : 1 4 :54 PM 
: 1 6: 1 2  PM 
03: 1 6 : 1 4  PM 
03': 1 6 : 1 9  PM 
03 : 1 6 :35 PM 
CR 201 6-1 8 1 57 Burgess , Cora Lee Darlene 20 1 70601 Motion to Suppress 
CR 201 6-1 3048 Burgess, Cora Lee Darlene 201 70601 Motion t Suppress 
Judge Rich Christensen 
Clerk Kathy Booth 
Court Reporter Byrl Cinnamon 
PA Rebecca Perez 
DA Benjamin Onosko 
6/1 /201 7  Location 
Speaker Note 
J Cal ls case - PA Perez, DA Onosko present with defendant - not in  custody - for motion to suppress. Defense brought the motion 




Ryan Jacobson - 7/7/1 6  I stopped a dark N issan truck. Deputy 
Fanciu l lo was with me on patr:o l .  I approached on the passenger 
side and contacted the female driver and male passenger. I 
r:equested ihformation.  The driver gave me her I D  l icense. They 
both appeared nervous t0 me. The male leaked l ike he could 
possibly be under the influence of someth ing and defendant's hand 
was shaking . The driver was Cora Lee Burgess. 
I requested documents and they gave me a l l  but vehicle insurance . 
We returned the Deputy Fanciul lo's vehicle with the documents . My 
patrol car was behind the subject vehicle. I had a dash cam. EX #1 
is the video from that dash cam of the N issan truck. About 4 .5  
#1 minutes i n  to the video I went back to the patrol car and ran check 
on the occupants. I did this on the computer whi le in the patrol 
vehicle passenger side. Deputy Fanciu l lo was outside the vehicle . I 
commented to h im that the male should be on state probation .  The 
video shows about 1 1 : 50 or so Deputy Fanciu l lo went back to the 
truck. During the mean time I was running checks on the driver and 
passenger. There was no t ime that I was doing noth ing.  This is the 
normal course of action I take when I made a traffic stop .  I went 
back to the truck to speak with the male occupant to d iscuss h is 
probation status and possibly being under the influence. He 
admitted to 2 syringes in his back pack that were for 
methamphetamine use . Based on that I asked the male if I could 
retrieve the syringes. I retrieved them and one was loaded with a 
clear l iqu id .  After I searched the backpack I spoke with defendant 
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03:57 :09 PM Excused 
03 :57: 1 6  PM No further witnesses 
03 :57 :22 PM No witnesses 
03 :57 :42 PM Th is stop was prolonged on at  least 2 occasions 1 )  officers at  their 
veh icles and 2) after her citation was completed . At the vehicle the 
officers had all her information inc. address/phone number and I D. 
At that time Officer Jacobsen goes into the car with the other 
officers outside. With in 40 seconds you can hear the officer's report 
say "New Local Returns" - 2 times. These came back in less than 1 
minute . For the next 3 minutes Officer Jacobsen ta lks to other 
officers about this person being on probation .  (5 :30 - 8 :40 on video) 
during that time he has all her information and has returns and her 
l icense is clear. He wasn't working on the citation that this time. 
Jacobsen said he was more concerned about working the 
DA passenger probation status than the stop. That's 3 minutes 
prolonged . 
The second time starts at 1 :40 where the court can hear Officer 
Thompson and Fanciu l lo that there probably isn't a drug dog on 
duty. After Jacobsen asked Fanciul lo to issue citation a l l  3 officers 
stayed at the vehicle for another 3 minutes . Fanciul lo was doing no 
work on the citation despite having al l  the information avai lable to 
h im.  The officers are waiting to see if a drug dog is on duty and 
how to question the occupants. There was d iscussion as to what to 
do if the passenger refused consent by contacting the probation 
officer. 
04 :04:2 1 PM J Once the officers learn there is a probationer in the car are they not al lowed to pursue that? 
04 :04:38 PM DA I th ink there is a d ifference if they are on supervised or unsupervised probation .  
04 :05 :08 PM J there someth ing that comes up on the screen or something? 
04 :05 :20 PM I honestly don't know. I haven't researched that issue and I don't 
have a good answer for the Court. My answer wou ld be to tow the 
l ine. Do they have the abi l ity to check out other things not relevant 
DA to the stop? Case law says it is. They can conduct unrelated 
checks in a way to not prolong the purpose for the stop.  I n  this 
case it d id prolong the stop. While Officer Jacobsen was looking at 
probation information nothing was being done as to the stop. 
04 :07 :26 PM You have officers looking at th ings on the computer - what if  
J Jacobsen is there by h imself can he look into other stuff? It doesn't 
matter if there is more than one officer there. 
04: 08 :07 PM 
I feel that the court would g iven an officer there a lone more leeway. 
He cou ld be looking at other stuff and go back to the computer and 
looking up passenger information .  Hand written citations do take 
some add itional time to write. If alone I would suggest that he beg in 
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with the citation and then wa it for dispatch is working on the 
information and he wouldn't delay the stop at a l l .  
DA The stop was also prolonged after the citation was issued ( minute 1 7  in the video). At that time Officer Jacobsen was removing the 
passenger from the vehicle and taking his backpack out the 
veh icle. The officer said she was not free to go. We argue that the 
officer did not have legal authority or suspicion to detain her. 
04 : 1 1 :07 PM J If officer Jacobsen had something going on with the car could they hold the car? 
04 : 1 1 :25 PM Yes - he had nothing specifical ly have anyth ing as to the car. The 
argument is that they had nothing connecting the veh icle to 
criminal activity but they don't know who it belongs to . There is 
nothing that ties this to defendant. They ask her questions and they 
got negative answers to al l  questions. Their suspicion was clearly 
on the passenger. The officer should have told her she was free to 
leave or wait to see what happened to the passenger. I 've never 
heard that but I wish I d id .  There was no suspicion to defendant at 
that time. She den ied search when asked by both officers. I bel ieve 
they asked because they didn't have a reason to bel iever 
DA We ask the cou rt to watch the video and you' l l  need to watch it a couple of times as there are separate aud ios for the video. Watch 
with watch guard and you can toggle between the 2 mics. 
I d isagree with the state's argument that there was no i l legal 
search.  If  the stop was prolonged then her consent was g iven 
during an i l legal stop. The state could have meant that assuming 
an un lawful prolonging it was over and the stop was back on track. 
That argument has to fai l  - cites Lenz. The un lawfu lness carries 
forward and makes the wh ile stop unlawfu l .  Prolong ing and 
working on the citation once the dog arrives doesn't work. Case law 
says it doesn't matter and the case is tainted by the unlawful 
prolong ing . 
04 : 1 9 :25 PM There was no body cam but one Deputy had the mic pack on -
Deputy Fanciu l lo .  The Court can hear al l  the conversation .  The 
PA Deputies approached the truck, got the information - it was clear that both deputies testified that du ring that time they were engaged 
in runn ing the check. Defendant didn't have insurance and they 
were checking on these things. 
04 :20 :54 PM Case law has not determined what a normal t ime is. Assuming they 
J contact contact d ispatch , trouble with computers , is there a 
reasonable time? Can they just hold person there? 
04 :2 1 :29 PM PA No, Ramirez states about 1 5  minutes 
04 :2 1 :53 PM J Rodriguez vs US is the case of the land right now. 
04 :22 : 1 3  PM 
The newer case didn't overru le this .  I can't say there is noth ing new 
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about Lenz as I 'm not fami l iar with it. We have a case here that 1 5  
minutes was not unreasonable and the officers are doing what they 
are supposed to be doing at that time. You don't see on the video 
PA where they are or who is doing what. From 4:30 to 1 1  :50 you don't see any of the deputies. It's during that t ime that Deputy Jacobsen 
said he was on the computer doing his checks . The fact that this 
person is on probation is important. They are runn ing normal 
checks to find out what is going on .  
04 :25 :39 PM If one deputy wrote it and they found out there was no insurance 
J some decision needs to be made could they not have had another 
deputy write the citation so this would not have taken so long? 
04 :26 :38  PM The deputies don't know and it's not been establ ished that the 
citation was ready and clear. They said they were going about their 
PA normal activ ities . Deputy Fanciul lo and defendant hang back and 
the backpack is searched . This became an investigation into 
paraphernal ia .  
04 :28 :29 PM J The deputy said she was not free to go. 
04 :28 : 37 PM Correct - it was continu ing investigation . Deputy asked for consent 
and she said yes and they found further d rugs. The on ly reason 
PA she was there is because there was paraphernalia investigation going on .  The fruits of the poisonous tree - it's critica l .  7 minute 
window with the deputies sitting there doing nothing - there was no 
evidence obtained because of that 7 minutes of doing noth ing . 
04 :3 1 :06 PM J Isn 't there argument that the stop was unlawfu l ly prolonged and it's what came after that? 
04 :3 1 :23 PM PA Yes . These people were lawfu lly stopped but it if was not lawful everything after the stop would be lawfu l .  
04 :3 1 : 58 PM J Case law says consent after a prolonged period of time is no consent at a l l .  
04 :32 : 1 5  PM I bel ieve that was over 40 minutes. That goes to consent I 
PA voluntary analysis. There is noth ing that would make her consent involuntary. She was not free to go because of the paraphernal ia 
investigation and not because of extending the stop. 
04 :33 :37 PM I was ta lking about a refusal at 1 9:50 to Officer Fanciu l lo .  I agree 
that a few minutes later when Jacobsen asked her she said "yes" .  
Listen to the mic pack. They use a general phrase re : Officer 
Jacobsen and I ask you to break that down as he was doing other 
things and searches on passenger. He may have been runn ing 
DA "these searches" al l  the time but it's important to break it down . 
Minute 8 :40 - 1 1  :40 is our strongest point as to what was going on.  
Officer Fanciu l lo said he wasn't working on the citation during any 
of that time. If the stop had not been prolonged by this the 
passenger would have never made the admissions because they 
would have been going . 
04 :39 : 1 1  PM I don't have that crystal bal l .  This matter is set for PTC next week 
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J 
04 :40 : 1 9  PM 
DA 
04 :40:45 PM PA 
04:40:49 PM Def 
04 :40:58 PM 
J 
04 :4 1 :42 PM end 
and I hope to have a decision.  Has defendant waived her right to 
speedy trial? 
No but I 've talked to her and she's wi l l ing to waive her right to 
speedy tria l .  We're more concerned about this motion than her right 
for speedy tria l .  
No objection 
I 've d iscussed speedy trial rights and I ' l l  waive them 
GOOD CAUSE FOU ND - WAIVER VOLU NTARILY - RESET 
TRIAL FOR JULY SETTI NGS. PTC AN D J U RY TRIAL FOR JUNE 
ARE VACATED.  Notice to be provided through DA. 
Produced by FTR Gold ™ 
www. fortherecord . com 
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Benjamin M. Onosko, D eputy Public Defender 
The Law Office of the Public Defender of Kootenai County 
PO Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 838 1 6  
Phone : (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1 701 
Bar Number: 8448 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 




) CASE NUMBER CR-16-0018157 
) FIM 
) 
) MOTION TO DISQUALIFY 




COMES NOW, the above named defendant, by and through her attorney, Benj amin M 
Onosko, Deputy Public Defender, pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 25 and hereby moves the Court 
for an Order Disqualifying the Honorable JOHN T. MITCHELL as an Alternate Judge in the above­
entitled case . 
This motion is not made to hinder, delay or obstruct the administration of justice. 
DATED this ..2- day of June, 20 1 7_ 
BY: 
MOTION TO DISQUALIFY 
Page 1 
THE LAW OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC 
DEFENDER OF KOOTENAI COUNTY 
� �  
BENJAMIN M ONOSKO 
DEPUTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
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CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was personally served by placing 
a copy of the same as indicated below on the day of June, 201 7, add�ossed to: 
Kootenai County Prosecutor FAX 446-2168 
(}L Via Fax 
Interoffice Mail 
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I N  THE D ISTRICT C OURT OF THE F IRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF I DAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
State of Idaho, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
Cora Lee Burgess, 
) 
) 
) Case No. CR-2016- 1 8 1 57 
) 
) MEMORANDUM DECISION ON 




I .  INTRODUCTION 
After checking all traffic-related information on the occupants and the vehicle, a 
Kootenai County Sheriff' s Deputy waited a minute or two for dispatch to verify a passenger's 
probation status before proceeding with i ssuing the driver a traffic citation. Defendant's  motion 
tasks the Court with determining whether that delay of a minute or two is lawful in l ight of State 
v. Linze, 1 6 1  Idaho 605, 3 89 P .3d 1 50 (20 1 6).  The hearing commenced on June 1 ,  20 1 7  and at 
the conclusion thereof the Court took the matter under advisement. For the reasons set forth 
below, the Court Defendant's motion. 
II. FACTS AND PROCEDURE 
Deputies Jacobson and Fanciullo initiated a traffic stop 1 on July 7, 20 1 6  j ust before 
1 For purposes of her motion, Defendant does not contest the validity of the traffic stop. 
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midnight. (June I ,  20 1 7  Hr'g at 3 : I 6  p.m.).  Cora Lee Burgess was driving and Joshua Craig was 
in  the passenger seat. (Ibid. ) .  Deputy Jacobson approached Burgess ' pickup from the passenger 
side where he made contact with Craig and Deputy Franciullo made contact with B urgess, the 
driver. (Ibid ). For approximately three minutes, the two deputies gathered the occupants ' 
information. (Pl . ' s  Ex. I at 1 : 30--4:30). Deputy Jacobson testified that both occupants looked 
nervous, stating: Craig appeared as if he was under the influence of something and B urgess 's  
hand was shaking. (June 1 ,  20 I 7  Hr'g at 3 :  I 7  p.m.) .  At approximately 4:30 into the dash-cam 
video, the deputies return to the police vehicle and did not return to Burgess' p ickup for 
approximately seven-and-a-half minutes. (!d. at 4:30). The Defendant' s  motion compels this 
Court to analyze the time spent, and tasks undertaken, while the officers were at the pol ice 
vehicle. 
During the time they were at the police vehicle, Deputy Jacobson checked the occupants ' 
information using the computer in his vehicle. (June 1 ,  20 1 7  Hr'g at 3 :26 p.m.) .  At the hearing 
on the motion, he testified that his computer announced "New Local Return" when the 
information he entered (a person' s  biographical information) matched someone within the 
computer's database. (Ibid ) .  Within twenty seconds of retiring to the police vehicle (minute 4 :45 
of the v ideo),  the computer inside the patrol vehicle announces a "New Local Return." (!d. at 
4:40). Within 30  seconds, those words are announced again (minute 5 : 1 0  of the video). (!d. at 
5 :  I 0). During those 30  seconds, Deputy Franciullo i s  conversing with a third officer from Post 
Fal ls ;  Deputy Franciullo tells that officer they are out looking for dope. (!d. at 4 :45-5 : I 0). 
Shortly after the second "New Local Return," Deputy Jacobson tells Deputy Franciullo that 
Craig is lying about being on state probation. (!d. at 5 :30--40). At 6 :  1 0  in the video, Deputy 
Jacobson requests dispatch Craig 's  probation status; at 1 I  :25 dispatch states :  "negative on 
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probation; PSI drug court." (Jd at 6 : 1 0, 1 1 :25) .  
Between the time Deputy Jacobson checked Craig's probation status and the time 
dispatch responded (6:  1 0-1 1 :25), Deputy Franciullo said "[the Post Fal ls officer] says Post Falls 
does not have a dog on ." (Jd. at 8 :40) . Then, Deputy Jacobson asks: "Once they confirm that, 
would you mind writing her while I chat with [Craig]?" (Jd. at 8 :45-9 :05).2 Deputy Jacobson 
testified as to what took place between minute 4 :30 and 1 1 :30 of the video: 
DEFENSE COUNSEL: 
DEPUTY JACOBSON : 
STATE COUNSEL: 
DEPUTY JACOBSON: 
So, once you got the computer return on Ms. 
Burgess 's warrant status and her driving status, how 
long between that point in time was it before 
Officer Francuillo began working on her citation? 
It would have been brief, a minute or two. I don't  
remember exactly but there was no reason to extend 
the stop. 
Was there any time during which you had 
completed all [traffic-related tasks] and you were 
just sitting there doing nothing? 
No. 
(June 1 ,  20 1 7  Hr'g at 3 : 3 1 -33 , 3 :3 6-37 p.m.) .  
Shortly after dispatch confirmed Craig was not on probation, the deputies return to the 
vehicle. (Pl . ' s  Ex. 1 at 1 1  :30- 1 2 : 00). Deputy Fanciullo began the process of writing Burgess a 
citation for driving without insurance while Deputy Jacobson was talking to Craig. (Jd. at 1 1 : 50-
1 7 :00). Almost s imultaneously, Burgess signed her citation while Craig was placed in handcuffs 
after stepping out of the truck. (!d. at 1 7 :00-20). After she signed her citation, Deputy Fanciullo 
said "apparently he' s  got something going on so we 'l l  just hang back, okay." (!d. at 1 8 :20). One 
2 It is  not clear whether Deputy Jacobson was waiting for the absence of a drug dog to be confirmed or Craig's 
probation. 
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minute later, Deputy Fanciullo handed Burgess her copy of the citation and said, "if you want, 
just have a seat back down until we get thi s  figured out, okay." (Ibid. ).  Shortly thereafter, Deputy 
Jacobson asked Burgess if  she had anything i l legal in her truck. (!d. at 1 8 :30). She responded in 
the negative and took a few steps towards the truck before Deputy Fanciullo motioned for her to 
stop and walk back, instructing her to wait. (Ibid. ) .  After Deputy Jacobson searched Craig's 
backpack, Deputy Fanciullo asked Burgess for consent to search her truck - Burgess's response 
was noncommittal . (Ibid. ) .  
Five minutes after she signed her citation, Deputy Jacobson walked to Burgess and asked 
her if she had anything on her person she was not supposed to have. (ld. at 22 :37) .  After 
Burgess ' s  noncommittal response, Deputy Jacobson commented about Craig' s  backpack and 
said: "do you have anything in there [unknown]? Honesty goes a long way with me. Can I search 
and make sure there 's nothing in there?" (!d. at 22:45). Although unclear from the audio, 
Burgess appears to have acquiesced. (Jd. at 22 :50). Deputy Jacobson found contraband inside a 
Coach clutch within the truck. (June 1 ,  20 1 7  Hr'g at 3 :22-24 p.m.). 
III. ANALYSIS 
Defendant contends that the traffic stop was unlawfully extended and the consent that 
flowed therefrom was unlawful. (Br. Supp. Mot. Suppress 4) . The State argues the traffic stop 
was lawfully extended, or in the alternative, the subsequent search was not derivative of the 
unlawful extension. (Mem. & Br. Opp'n  Mot. Suppress 3 ,  7). The issue before the Court is 
whether, at the time Burgess consented, the stop was impermissibly prolonged. The Court holds 
that based upon Linze, 1 6 1  Idaho 605, 3 89 P.3d 1 50 it was. 
The parties agreed the searches at issue were warrantless. (June 1 ,  20 1 7  Hr' g at 3 : 1 6  
p .m.) .  Warrantless searches are presumptively unreasonable and in order to overcome this 
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presumption, the burden of proof i s  on the State to show that the search fel l  within one of the 
well-delineated exceptions to the warrant requirement or that it was otherwise reasonable under 
the circumstances. California v. Acevedo, 500 U.S .  565, 569-70 ( 1 99 1 ); State v. Weaver, 1 27 
I daho 288 ,  290, 900 P .2d 1 96,  1 98 ( 1 995). Under the exclusionary rule, if the State fails to meet 
its burden, the evidence obtained as a result is inadmissible .  State v. Brauch, 1 33 Idaho 2 1 5 ,  2 1 9, 
984 P.2d 703 , 707 ( 1 999). 
A. The traffic stop was unj ustifiably prolonged at the time Bu rgess consented. 
Generally, traffic stops may last no longer than necessary to effectuate their purpose. 
Linze, 1 6 1  Idaho at _, 3 89 P .3d at 1 53 (citing Rodriguez v. United States, 1 3 5 S .Ct. 1 609, 1 6 1 4  
(20 1 5) ) .  Meaning, traffic stops "exceeding the time needed to handle the matter for which the 
stop was made violates the Constitution ' s  shield against unreasonable seizures." Rodriguez, 1 35 
S .Ct. at 1 6 1 4. In I daho, Rodriguez is applied both broadly and inflexibly: " it applies to all 
extensions of traffic stops those that could be considered de minimis ." 
Linze, 1 6 1  Idaho at _, 3 89 P.3d at 1 53 (emphasis added). 
Certain traffic-related tasks are necessary to effectuate traffic stops:  "asking for the 
driver's l icense and registration, requesting the driver to sit in the patrol car, . . .  asking the driver 
about his destination and purpose," State v. Ramirez, 1 45 I daho 886, 889-90, 1 87 P .3d 1 26 1 ,  
1 264-65 (Ct. App. 2008), "determining whether there are outstanding warrants against the 
driver, and inspecting the automobile's registration and proof of insurance." Rodriguez, 1 35 
S .Ct. at 1 6 1 5 . Accordingly, it is unlawful for an officer to pursue tasks unnecessary to effectuate 
the purpose of the stop, when doing so prolongs the stop "unless some new reasonable  suspicion 
or probable cause arises to justify the seizure 's  new purpose." Linze, at _, 389  P.3d at 1 54. 
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incJuding reasonably 
In Rodriguez, the United States Supreme Court held that a traffic stop was unlawfully 
extended where, after the officer issued a written warning for the basi s  for the stop, he told the 
driver and passenger they were not free to leave and during that time (seven or eight minutes) a 
drug dog alerted to the presence of drugs in the vehicle. Rodriguez, 1 3 5  S .Ct. at 1 6 1 3 . The Court 
held that officers may pursue tasks incident to a traffic stop because those checks are aimed at 
"ensuring that vehicles on the road are operated safely and responsibly." !d. at 1 6 1 5 . 
Additionally, because traffic stops are "fraught with danger to police officers . . . [they also] 
may need to take certain negligibly burdensome precautions in order to complete [the] mission 
safely." !d. at 1 6 1 6 . B ut, where an officer abandons the original purpose of the stop (like in 
Rodriguez), absent reasonable suspicion for doing so, the prolonging of the stop is  unlawful. !d. 
at 1 6 1 3 .  
l n  Linze, the Idaho Supreme Court applied Rodriguez to hold that a traffic stop was 
unlawfully extended where an officer abandoned the original purpose of the traffic stop for two­
and-a-half minutes in order to serve as backup function for a canine sniff. Linze, 1 6 1  I daho at _, 
3 89 P.3d at 1 5 1 -52.  There, the Court was presented with two competing interpretations of 
Rodriguez. !d. at _, 389  P .3d at 1 53 .  The Court rejected the State's interpretation of Rodriguez, 
which permitted deviations from stops so long as the deviation did not prolong the length the 
stop should have taken - granting officers bonus time if they quickly completed the stop. Ibid. 
Instead, the Court upheld the defendant 's  interpretation: Any "deviation from the original 
purpose of a traffic stop will inevitably lengthen the time needed to complete the original 
purpose of the seizure," and thus prolong the stop. Ibid. The Court held that "unless some new 
reasonable suspicion or probable cause arises to justify the seizure 's new purpose, a seized 
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party' s  [rights] are violated when the original purpose of the stop is abandoned (unless that 
abandonment falls within some established exception)." !d. at _, 3 89 P .3d at 1 54. 
Here, the traffic stop was unlawfully prolonged when Deputy Jacobson abandoned the 
purpose of the stop because he waited a minute or two for dispatch to verify Craig's probation 
status even though all other traffic-related tasks were complete (other than issuing Burgess a 
citation). Defendant argues that the stop was unlawfully prolonged because the officers shifted 
their focus away from the purpose of the stop to an investigation of the passenger. (Br. Supp. 
Mot. Suppress 7).3 It is true that Deputy Jacobson spent at least five minutes waiting for dispatch 
to verify Craig' s  probation status. Yet, that is not the whole story. Similar to a driver, police 
officers may request a passenger' s  identification without implicating the Fourth Amendment, 
Hiibel v. Sixth Judicial Dis. Ct. of Nev. , Humboldt Cty. , 542 U.S .  1 77,  1 85 (2004), and 
subsequently use that information to perform a check. United States v. Diaz-Castaneda, 494 F .3d 
1 1 46, 1 1 53-54 (9th Cir. 2007). Instead, the dispositive fact is that Deputy Jacobson testified (and 
the video corresponds with his testimony) that there was some time ("a minute or two") between 
the t ime he fini shed checking Burgess 's  information and the commencement of issuing her a 
citation. (June 1 ,  20 1 7  Hr'g at 3 : 3 1 -33 p.m.) .  The State has not argued that during that time, the 
"minute or two," Deputy Jacobson was verifying whether either occupant had a warrant. The 
dash-cam video and Deputy Jacobson ' s  testimony indicate those checks had already been 
completed. Deputy Jacobson had already checked the l icense status of Burgess, verified Burgess 
and Craig did not have outstanding warrants, and checked the insurance and registration of the 
vehicle. Therefore, that "minute or two" must be constitutionally j ustified. See Linze, 1 6 1  I daho 
3 The State contends that this case is like State v. Ramirez, 1 45 Idaho 886, 1 87 P .3d 1 26 1  (Ct. App. 2008) and State 
v. Sheldon, 1 3 9 Idaho 980, 88 P . 3 d  1 220 (Ct. App. 2004) - which are both pre-Rodriguez rulings (Mem. Br. 
Opp' n  Mot. Suppress 6). The Court does not find the cases cited by the State applicable to the very narrow issue 
here. 
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at , 3 89 P .3d at 1 54. 
To justify that minute or two" prolonging, the State must show that verifying Craig's 
probationary status is a permissible "task tied to the traffic infraction," Linze, 1 6 1  Idaho at _, 
3 89 P.3d at 1 52,  or it must show that at that time, Deputy Jacobson had articulable reasonable 
suspicion of criminal activity. The State has not met its burden in either respect. The State has 
not argued that being on probation-in and of itself-is articulable reasonable suspicion that the 
probationer is, recently has, or is soon to be involved in criminal activity. Neither does the Court 
believe it to be. See United States v. Evans, 786 F .3d 779, (9th Cir. 20 1 5) (applying Rodriguez, 
holding that ex-felon checks are unrelated to law enforcement's  traffic mission and cannot justify 
extending a traffic stop); see also United States v. Gorman, _ F.3d _, No. 1 5- 1 66000 20 1 7  WL 
2508624, at *3 ,  *6  (9th Cir. 20 1 7) (noting that checks-through a database maintained by a multi­
jurisdictional bureau known as EPIC-for information related to drugs, weapons smuggling, 
money laundering, and human trafficking are unrelated investigations requiring independent 
reasonable suspicion). The State contends there was sufficient basis to turn the traffic stop into 
an investigation for drugs. Yet, Deputy Jacobson developed articulable reasonable suspicion for 
drugs when Craig admitted he possessed paraphernalia and/or methamphetamine. Craig's 
admission occurred after the stop was delayed for a "minute or two." Much like the reasonable 
suspicion that arose after the prolonging of the stop in Rodriguez, Craig's admission occurred 
after the prolonging of the stop in this case. 
For purposes of clarity, this Court is not parsing seconds of the traffic stop but addressing 
a pure legal issue: whether delaying moving forward with a traffic stop is lawful in order to 
verify a passenger's  probation status. H ad everything occurred contemporaneously, it would be 
the aim of this Court, guided by Linze, to conclude the consent occun·ed during a lawful seizure. 
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For example, had Deputy Franciullo (or Deputy Jacobson) been writing the citation during the 
time Deputy Jacobson was waiting for dispatch to verity Craig' s  probation status, the stop would 
have comported with Linze. On that basis, this Court finds that the state has not met its burden to 
show that the extension of the traffic stop was lawful . 
IV. CONCLUSION 
For the reasons set forth above, Defendant' s motion to suppress is 
:-1( 
SO ORDERED this ZJ day of June, 20 1 7  
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Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney 
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JIM B RANNON, C lerk of the 
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STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CORA LEE BURGESS 
Defendant. 
Case No. F 1 6- 1 8 1 57 
CR1 6- 1 3048 
ORDER FOR JOINDER 
The Court having before it the Motion to Join, and good cause thus appearing, now therefore; 
IT I S  HEREBY ORDERED that the above entitled cases be j oined before the Honorable 
Judge Christensen and 
ENTERED thi s  --r( day of , 20 I ? . 
ORDER FOR JOINDER 
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Post Falls Prosecuting Attorney (email :  
Rathdrum Prosecuting Attorney (email :  m) 
Kootenai County Public Defender (emai l :  
Defendant/Defendant's 
Kootenai County Jail (email :  
__ Kootenai County Work Release (email :  
Community Service (emai l :  ) 
Adult Misdemeanor Probation (email :  
Probation & Parole (emai l :  
ccds 
I daho Department of Transportation (fax: 208-334-8739) 
BCI  (fax : 208-884-7 1 93)  
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Deputy Attorney General 
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Idaho State Bar #405 1 
Deputy Attorney General  
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TO : CORA LEE BURGESS ,  THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT. 
B ENJAM I N  M. ONOSKO, KOOTE NA I COUNTY P U B LIC DEFENDER'S 
OFFICE,  D EPT. PD, P .  0.  BOX 9000 , COEUR D'ALE N E .  ID 838 1 6-9000 AND 
THE C LERK O F  THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT: 
N OTI C E  I S  H EREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1 .  The above-named appel lant, State of Idaho, appeals against the 
above-named respondent to the Idaho Supreme Cou rt from the MEM ORANDUM 
DECI S ION ON DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO SUP PRESS entered in the above� 
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entitled action on the 28th day of J u ne, 201 7 ,  the Honorab le Richard S .  
Christensen presiding . A copy of the order being appea led Is attached to this 
notice . 
2 .  That the party has a rig ht to appea l to the Idaho Supreme Court, 
a nd the judgments or o rders d escribed in paragraph 1 above are appealable 
orders under and pu rsuant to Rule 1 1  (c)(7), I .A . R .  
3 .  Prel iminary statement of the issue o n  appeal:  Whether the d istrict 
court e rred when it held that a short conversation with a nother officer in the 
course of a traffic stop constituted an abandonment of that stop.  
4. To u nders igned's knowledge, no part of the record has been 
sealed. 
5 .  T h e  appellant requests the preparation of the following portions of 
the reporte r's transcript: 
6/1 /1 7 hearing on Defendant's motion to suppress (Byrl Cinnamon court 
reporter, under 1 00 pages estim ated) .  
I .A . R .  
6 .  Appe l lant req uests the normal clerk's record pursuant to Rule 28 , 
7 .  I certify: 
(a) That a copy of this notice of appeal  is being served on each 
reporter of whom a transcript has been requested as named below at the 
address set out below :  
BYRL C INNAMON 
Court Reporter 
700 Bank St. 
Wallace ,  ID 83873-0527 
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(b) That arrangements h ave been made with the Kootenai 
County Prosecuting Attorney who wt l l be responsible for pay i ng for the reporter's 
tra nscript; 
(c) That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee 
for the p reparation of the record because the State of Idaho is the appellant 
( I d a h o  Code § 3 1 -32 1 2) ;  
(d)  That there is no appel late fi ling fee since th is is an appeal in 
a criminal  case ( I .A. R .  23(a) (8)) : 
(e) That service is being made upon al l  parties required to be 
served pu rsuant to Ru le 20,  I .A .R. 
DATED th is 25th day of J uly1 201 7 .  
Deputy Attorney Gen ra 
Attorney for the Appel lant 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I H EREBY CERTIFY that I have th is 2 5th day of Ju ly , 201 7 ,  caused a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing NOTI C E  OF APPEAL to be p laced in the 
U n ited States m a i l ,  postage prepa id , addressed to : 
TH E HONORAB LE RICHARD S.  CH RISTENSEN 
Kootena i County District Court 
50 1 Government Way 
P. 0. Box 9000 
Coeu r  d 'Alene, ID 8361 6-9000 
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BARRY McHUGH 
Kootenai  County Prosecuting Attorney 
501 Government way 
P 0. Box 900 
Coeur d 'Alene,  ID 8381 6-9000 
REBECCA PEREZ 
Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney's Office 
50 1 Government Way 
P .  0. Box 900 
Coeur d 'Alene, ID 838 1 6-9000 
B ENJAM I N  M. ONOSKO 
Kootenai  County Publ ic Defender's Office 
Dept. PO 
P.  0.  Box 9000 
Coeur d 'Alene, 10  8381 6-9000 
BYR L C I N NAMON 
Court Reporter 
700 Bank St. 
Wallace,  1 0  83873-0527 
HAND DELIVERY 
KAREL A. LEHRMAN 
ACTI NG C LERK OF T H E  COURT 
I DAHO S U PREME COURT 
P .  0 .  Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0 1 01 
KKJ/dd 
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lN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TH� FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF TH E STATE OF IDAHO, lN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
Stnte of Idaho, ) 
) 
PlAin tiff, ) Case No. CR-2016-1 8 157 
) 
vs. ) MEMORANDUM DECISION ON 
) DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO 




After checking all traffic-related information on the occupants and the vehicle, a 
Kootenai County Sheriffs Deputy waited a minute or two for dispatch to verify a passenger' s  
probation status before proceeding with issuing the drlver a traffic citation .  Defendant's motion 
tasks rhe Court with determining whether that dolay of a minute or two is lawful in light of State 
v. Linze, 1 6 1  I daho 605, 3 89 P .3d 1 50 (2016). The hearing commenced on June 1 ,  2 0 1 7  and at 
the conolusion thereof the Court took the matter under advisement. For the reasons set forth 
below, the Court St!!l!i Defendant's motion . 
fl. FACTS AND PROCEDURE 
Deputies Jacobson and Fanciui!o initiated a traffic stop 1 on July 7, 201 6 just before 
1 For purposes of her morionJ De.fcndtmt doe.s not contest the validity of the trnfftc stop. 
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midnight. (June 1 ,  20 1 7  Hr'g at 3 : 16 p .m.). Cora Lee Burgess was drlving and Joshua Craig was 
in che passenger seat. (Ibid.). D.eputy Jacobson approached Burgess' pickup from the passenger 
s ide where be made contact with Craig and Deputy FrM.ciullo made contact with Burg6ss, the 
driver. (ibid ). For Hpproximately three m1nutes, the two deputies gathered the occupants ' 
information. (Pl . 's Ex. 1 at J :30-4 : 3 0). Deputy Jacobson testified thQt both occupants looked 
nervous, stating: Craig appeared as if he was undel' the influence of something and Burgess ' s  
hand was shaking.  (June 1 .  201 7  Hr'g a t  3 : 1 7 p.m.). A t  approximately 4 :30  i11to the dash-cam 
video, the deputies retum to the police vehicle and did not return to Burgess'  pickup for 
approximately seven-and-a-half minutes. (Id at 4:30). The Defendant' s motion compels this 
Co urt to analyze the time spent, and tasks undertaken, while  the officers were at the police 
vehicJe. 
During the time  they were at the pollee vehicle, Deputy Jacobson checked the occupants ' 
information using the computer in his vehicle. (June 1 ,  20 1 7  Hr'g at 3 :26 p.m.). At the hearing 
on the motion, he testified that his computer announced "New Local Return" when the 
information he entered (a person's biographical infor�tion) matched someone within the 
computer' s  d11tabasc.  (Ibid. ). Within twenty seconds of retiring to the police vehicle (mlnute 4:45 
of the v ideo), the computer inside the patrol vehicle anno\lnces a ''New Local Return. " (Jd at 
4 :40) .  Wi thin 30 seconds, those words are announced again (minute 5 : 1 0  of the video) . (Jd at 
5 :  1 0) .  During those 30 seconds, Deputy Franciullo is conversing with a third officer from Post 
Falls: Deputy Franciullo tells that officer they are out looking for dope. (ld. at 4:45-5 : 1 0). 
Shortly after the second "New Local Return/' Deputy Jacobson tel ls  Deputy Franciul lo that 
Craig is lying about being on state probation . (ld at 5 :30-40). At 6 :  I 0 in the video, Deputy 
Jacobson requests d ispatch Craig's  probation status; at 1 1 :25 dispatch states:  ''negative on 
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probt�tion; PSI drug co\ut. " (Id. fit 6 :  �0, 1 1  :25). 
Between the time Deputy Jacobson checked Craig's probati on status and the time 
d ispatch responded (6 : I 0-1 J :lS), Deputy Franciul lo said "(the Post Falls officer) says Post Falls 
does not have a dog on ."  (Jd. at 8 :40). Then. Deputy Jacobson asks : ''Once they confirm tbat, 
would you mind writing her while I chat with [Craig]?" (!d. at 8:45-9 :05)? Deputy Jacobson 




DEPUTY JACOB SON: 
So, once you got the computer return on Ms. 
Burgess ' s  wan·ant status and her driving status, how 
long between that point in time was it before 
Officer FrancuiJlo began working on hel' citation? 
It would have been brief, a minute or two. I don' t 
remember exactly but there was no reason to extend 
the stop. 
Was there any time during which you had 
completed all  [traffic-related ta�k�J and you were 
just :�itting thel'e doing noth1ng? 
No. 
(June 1 ,  20 1 7  Hr'g at 3 :3 1-33,  3 : 3 6-37 p .m.) . 
Shortly after dispatch conftrmed Craig was not on probation, the deputies return to the 
vehicle. (Pl . ' s Ex. 1 at 1 1  :30-12 :00). Deputy Fanciullo began the process of writing Burgess a 
citation for driv ing without insurance while Deputy Jacobson was talking to Craig. (Jd. at 1 1 : 50-
1 7 :00). Al most s imultaneously, Burgess signed her citation while Craig was placed in handcuffs 
after stepping out of the truck. (/d. at 1 7 :00-20). After she signed her citation, Deputy Fanciul lo 
said "apparently he's got something going on so we'll just hang back, okay." (Id. at 1 8 :20). One 
2 H is not c lear  wherher Deputy Jacobson wos w11i ting for the absence of a drug dog to be conflnned or Craig's 
proba!ion. 
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minute Jater, Deputy Fanciullo handed Burgess her copy of the citation and said, "if you want, 
just have a seat back down until we get this ftgmed out, okay." (Ibid.) .  Shortly thereafter, Deputy 
Jacobson asked Burgess if she had anything illegal in her tmck. (!d. at 1 8 :30) . She responded in 
the negative and took a few steps towards the truck before Deputy Fandullo motioned for her to 
stop and walk back, instructing her to wait. {Ibid. ). After Deputy Jacobson searched Craig 's  
backpack, Deputy Fanciullo asked Burgess for consent to search her truck - Burgess ' s  response 
was noncommittal . (Ibid.). 
Five minutes after she signed her citation, Deputy Jacobson waJked to Burgess and asked 
her if she had anything on her person she was not supposed to have. (/d. at 22:37). Atter 
Burgess's  noncommittal response, Depuc:y Jacobson commented about Craig's backpack and 
said :  "do you have anything in there [unknown]? Honesty goes a l ong way wlth me. Can I search 
and mttke sure there 's noth ing in there?" (/d. llt 22:45) . Although unolear ft·om the audio, 
Burgess appeal'S to have acquiesced. (Jd. at 22 :50). Deputy Jacobson found contraband inside a 
Co�ch clutch within the truck. (June 1 ,  20 1 7  Hr'g at 3 :22-24 p .m.) .  
Ill. ANALYSIS 
Defendant contends that the traffic stop was unlawfully extended and the consent that 
flowed therefrom was unlawful . (Br. Supp. Mot. Suppress 4). The State argues the traffic stop 
was lawfully extended, or in the alternative, the subsequent search was not derivative of the 
unlawful extension .  (Mem. & Br. Opp'n Mot. Suppress 3, 7) . The issue before the Court is 
whether, at the time Burgess consented, the stop was Impermissi bly prolonged. The Court hoJds 
rhat based upon Linze, 1 6 1 ldaho 605, 3 89 P .3d  1 50 it was .  
The parties agreed the searches at  issue were wan11ntless .  (June 1 ,  2017 Hr'g  ot  3 : 1 6 
p.m.) .  Warrantless searches are presumptively unreasonable and in order to overcome this 
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presumption, the burden of proof i s  on the State to show that the search fell within one of the 
well-del ineated exceptions to the warrant requirement or that  it was otherwise reasonable under 
the circumstances. California v. Acevedo, 500 U.S.  565, 569-70 (1 99 1 ); State v. Weaver, 127 
I daho 288, 290, 900 P .2d 196, 1 98 ( 1 995). Under the exclusionary rule, if the State fa1ls to meet 
its burden, the evidence obtained as a result is inadmissible. State v. Brauch� 1 3 3  Idaho 2 1 5, 2 1 9, 
984 P.2d 703 , 707 (1 999) . 
A. The tra ffic stop was unj u s tlnnbly prolonged at the tJme Burges!! consented. 
Gener�l ly, traffio stops may l ast no longer than neoessary to effeotuate their purpose. 
Linze, 1 6 1  Idaho at ..._) 3 89 P .3d at 1 5 3 (citing Rodriguez v. United States, 135  S . Ct. 1 609, 1 6 1 4  
(20 J 5))- Meaning, tt-affic s:top.s "exceeding the time needed to handle the matter for which the 
stop was made vio]ates the Constitution's shield against unreasonable seizures!' Rodriguez, 1 3  5 
S . Ct. at 1 6 1 4 .  In Idaho, Rodriguez is app lied both broadly and inflexibly: "it applies to a11 
extensions of traffic s tops those that could be considered de mt11fmis." 
Linze, 161 Idaho at _, 389 P.3d at 1 5 3  (emphasis added). 
Cmtain traffic-related tasks are necessAry to effectuate traffic stops: "asking for the 
driver' s  l icense and registration� requesting the driver to sit in the patml car, . . . asking the driver 
about his destination and purpose," State v. Ramirez, 1 45 Idaho 886, 889-90, 1 87 P.3d 126 1 ,  
l264-65 (Cr. App . 2008), ''determining whether there are outstanding warrants agajnst the 
dr iver, and inspecting the automobile's  registration and proof of jnsurance." Rodriguez, 1 3 5  
S . Ct. a t  I 6 1 5 . Accordingly, i t  i s  unlawful for fin officer to pursue tasks unnecessary to effectuate 
the purpose of the s top, when doing so prolongs the stop "unless some new reasonab]e suspicion 
or p1·obable cause al'i ses to justify the seizure's new purpose ."  Llnze, at _, 389 P.3d at 154 .  
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Tn Rodriguez, the United States Supreme Court held that a traffic stop was unlawfully 
extended where, after the offi�er issued a written warning for the bas]s for the stop, he told the 
dri ver and passenger they were not free to leave and during that time (seven or eight minutes) a 
drug dog a lerted to the presence of dLUgs in the vehicle. Rodriguez, 1 3 5  S.Ct. at 1 6 1 3 .  The Court 
held that officers may pursue tasks incident to a traffic stop because those checks arc aimed at 
"ensurl ng tht1t  vehjcJes on the road arc operated s!lfcly Md responsibly." /d. at 1 6 1 5 .  
Additionflll y, becouae trf\ffic stops are "fraught with danger to police officers . . . [they also] 
may need to take ce1tain negl igibly burdensome precautions in order to complete [the] mission 
safely.•>  Jd. at 1 6 1 6 . But, where an offu�er abandons the original purpose of the stop (like in 
Rodriguez), absent reasonable suspicion for doing so, the prolonging of the stop is un]awful.  Id 
at 1 6 1 3 ,  
In Llnze, the Idaho Supreme Court applied Rodriguez to hold that a traffic stop was 
unlawful ly extended where an officer abandoned the originaJ purpose of the traffic stop for two­
and-a-half r:ninutes in order to serve as backup function for a canine sniff. Linze, 161  Idaho at _, 
389 P.3d at  1 5 1-52. There, the Court was presented with two competing interpretations of 
Rodriguez. Id. at _, 3 89 PJd at 1 53 .  The Court rejected the State's interpretation of Rodriguez, 
which permitred deviations from stops so long as the deviation did not prolong the length the 
stop should have taken � granting officers bonus time if they quickly completed the stop. lbfd. 
Jnstcad, the Court upheld the defendant's  interpretation: Any "deviation from the original 
purpose of a traffic stop wiJl inevit�bly lengthen the time needed to complete the original 
purpose of the seizure," and thus prolong the stop. Ibid. The Court held that "unless some new 
reasonable suspidon or probable cause arises to justify the seizure 's  new purpose, a seized 
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party's [rights] are violated when the original purpose of the stop is abandoned (unless that 
abandonment falls within some established exception)." !d. at _, 389 P .3d  at 1 54 .  
Here, the traffic stop was unlawfully prolonged when Deputy Jacobson abandoned the 
purpose of the stop because he waited a minute or two for disparch to verify Craig's probatjon 
status oven though a l l  other traffic-related tasks were complete (other than issuing Burgess E1 
citation) . Defendant nrgues· that the stop was unlawfully prolonged because the officers shifted 
their focus away from the purpose of the stop to an investigation of the passengeT. (Br. Supp. 
Mot. Suppress 7).3 It is true that Deputy Jacobson spent at least five .minutes waiting for djspatch 
to verify Craig ' s  probation &tl\tus. Yet, that is not the whole story_ Similar to a driver, police 
officers may request a passenger's identification without implicating the Fourth Amendment, 
H;;bel v. Slxrh Judicial Dis. Ct. of Nev., Humboldt Cty. , 542 U.S . 1 77, 1 85 (2004), and 
subsequently use that information to perform a check. United Stares v_ Diaz-Castaneda, 494 F.3d 
1 1 46, 1 1 5 3-54 (9th C1r. 2007). Instead, the d ispositi ve fact is that Deputy Jacobson testified (and 
the v ideo corresponds with his testimony) that there was some time C'a minute or two") between 
the time he fin ished checking Burgess 's  information and the commencement of issulng her a 
citation .  (June 1 ,  2 0 1 7  Hr'g at 3 :3 1-33  p.m.). The State has not argued that during that tlme, t�e 
"minute or two," Deputy Jacobson was verifying whether either occupant had a warrant. The 
dash-cam video and Deputy Jacobson's  testimony 1ndicntc those checks h�d already been 
compJeted. Deputy Jacobson had already checked the license status ofBut·gess, verified Burgess 
and Craig d1d not have outstanding warrants, and checked the insul'ance and reg1stration of the 
vehicle. Therefore, that "minute or two" must be constitutionally justified. See Lfnze, 161  Idaho 
l Tile Sl!He contends Thai th is case Is like Stale v. Ramtrez, J 4� Idaho 886, 187 P .Jd J 2 6 1 (Ct. App. 2008) and State 
v. Sheldon, 139 ld11ho 980, 88 P .3d 1 220 (Ct. App. 2004) - whioh ore both pre-Rodl'igur:z rulings (Mcm. Br. 
Opp'n MoL SupJlress 6). The Court does not find tho cAses cited by the Slate epplicable to tho very mmow issue 
here. 
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at _, 3 89 P . 3 d  at 1 54. 
To justify that minute or two" prolonging, the State must show that verifying Crajg's 
probationary status is a penn1ssible "task tied to the traffic inftaction,' '  Linze, 1 6 1 Idaho at  ___j 
389 P.Jd at I 52, or Jt must. show that at that time, Deputy Jacobson had articulabJe reasonable 
suspicion of criminal actJvity. The State has not met its burden in eJther respect. The State has 
not argued tbat being on probation-in and of itsdf-is articulabl� reasonable: suspicion that the 
probationer is, recently has, or iB  Boon to be involved in  criminal activity. Neither docs the Court 
believe it to be. See United States v. Evans, 786 F . 3 d  779, (9th Cir. 2015) (applying ll.odr'lgue�, 
hold ing tha t  ex-felon checks are unrelated to law enforcement's traffic mission and cannot justify 
extend ing a .traffic stop); see also United Stales v. Gorman, _ F.3d _, No.  1 5-166000 20 1 7  WL 
2508624, at  1!<3 ,  *6  (9th Cir. 201 7� (noting that checks-through a database maintained by a multi­
j urisdictional  bureau known as EPIC-for information related to drugs, weapons smuggling, 
money laundering, and human trafficking are unrelated investigations requiring independent 
reasonable suspicion). The State contends there was sufficient basis to ttu1l the traffic stop into 
a n  investigation for drugs. Yet, Deputy Jacobson developed articu lable reasonable suspicion for 
drugs when Craig  admitted he pos
.
sessed paraphernalia and/or methamphetamine. Craig's 
admission occurred after the stop was delayed for a "minute or two.'' Much Hke the reasonable 
suspicion that arose after the prolonging of the stop in Rodriguez, Craig's admission occurred 
oftcr the prolonging of the stop in thts ca se. 
For purposes of clarity, this Court is not parsing seconds of the lraffic stop but addressing 
a pure legal issue: whether delaying moving forward with a traffic stop js lawful in order to 
verify a pAssengeL" 's probation status. Had everything occutred contemporaneougly, it would be 
the aim of this Court, guided by Lin.ze, to conclude the consent occurred during a lawful seizure. 
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For example, had Deputy FranciulJo (or Deputy Jacobson) been writing the citation during the 
time Deputy Jacobson was waiting for dlsparch to verlfy Cra ig's probation status, the stop would 
have comported with Lim:e. On that basis, this  Court finds that the state has not met its burden to 
show that the eKtension of the traffic 3top Wft3 lawful. 
IV. CONCLUSION 
For the reasons set fmth above, Defendant's motion to suppress is 
� 
SO ORDERED this lJ day of June, 201 7  
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CASE NUMBER CR-1 6-00 1 8157 
MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF 
STATE APPEL LATE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
IN D I RECT APPEAL; RETAINING TRIAL 
COUNSEL FOR RESIDUAL PURPOSES 
COMES NOW, the above named defendant, by and through her attorney, Benjamin M 
Onosko, Deputy Public Defender and hereby moves the Court pursuant to Idaho Code § 1 9-867, 
et seq . ,  and Idaho Appellate Rules 1 3  and 45 . 1  for an Order appointing the State Appellate 
Public Defender's Office to represent the Respondent in all further proceedings. This motion is 
brought on the grounds and for the reasons that the Defendant is currently being represented by 
the Office of the Public Defender, Kootenai County; the State Appellate Public Defender is 
authorized by statute to represent the Defendant in all felony appellate proceedings; and it is in 
the interest of justice, for them to do so in this case since the Defendant is indigent, and any 
further proceedings on this case have been appealed. 
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Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney 
P .O. Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83 8 1 6-9000 
State Appellate Public Defender 
322 East Front, Suite 5 70 
Boise, Idaho 8 3  702 
Lawrence G. Wasden 
Attorney General 
P .O. Box 83720 
Boise, I daho 8 3  720-00 1 0  







First Class Mail 
Certified Mail 
Facsimile (208) 334-2985 
First Class Mail 
Certified Mail 
Facsimile (208) 854-8074 
Reporter for D i strict J udge John T. M itchel l ,  Ju l ie  Folan d  v i a  I nteroffice Mai l 
Reporter for D i strict J udge Scott Wayman, Valerie Larson v ia  Interoffice Mai l 
X Reporter for Di strict Judge Rich Christensen, Keri Veare via Interoffice Mai l 
Reporter for D i strict Judge Lan s i ng Haynes, Valerie N unemacher v i a  I nteroffice Mai l  
Reporter for D i strict J udge Benj am i n  R .  S i m pson, An ita Self v ia  Interoffice Mai l  
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Log of 1 K-CRT 1 on 8/ 1 1 /20 1 - Page 1 of 1 
Description CR 201 6-1 3048 Burgess, Cora 201 7081 1 Pretrial Conference 
CR 201 6-1 8 1 57 Burgess, Cora 201 708 1 1 Pretrial Conference 
Judge Christensen 
Court Reporter Keri Veare 
Clerk Mary Andersen 
PA Rebecca Perez 
DA Ben Onosko 
Location 
Time Speaker Note 
1 0 : 38 :50 AM Judge Christensen Calls case , PA Perez, DA Onosko, present with Defendant - not in custody - for Pretrial Conference 
1 0:39 :21 AM J 




Matter has been joined as of July 1 2  
MATTER WILL BE STAYED PENDING APPEAL 
No objection .  Nothing further. 
Signs order for State Appelate Publ ic Defender 
Produced by FTR Gold TM 
www.fortherecord .com 
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Benjamin M. Onosko, Deputy Public Defender 
The Law Office of the Public  Defender Kootenai County 
PO Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83 8 1 6  
Phone: (208) 446- 1 700; Fax : (208) 446- 1 70 1  
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
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CASE NUMBER CR-1 6-00 1 8 1 57 
ORDER FOR APPOINTMENT OF STATE 
APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER IN 
DIRECT APPEAL; RETAINING TRIAL 
COUNSEL FOR RESIDUAL PURPOSES 
TO: OFFICE OF THE IDAHO STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER, AND, 
BENJAMIN M. ONOS KO, DEPUTY PUBLIC DEFENDER, KOOTENAI COUNTY. 
An appeal having been filed by the State in the above entitled matter, and the defendant 
having requested the aid of counsel in responding to the appeal from this district court in this 
felony matter, and the Court being satisfied that said defendant continues to be a needy person 
entitled to public representation, therefore, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, in accordance with I .C .  1 9-870, that the State Appellate 
Public Defender is appointed to represent defendant in all fmiher proceedings involving his 
appeal. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that trial counsel shall remain as appointed counsel of 
record for al l other matters involving action in the trial court which, if resulting in an order in 
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defendant ' s  favor, could affect the judgment, order or sentencing in the action, until the 
expiration of the time limit for filing said motions or, if sought and denied, upon the expiration 
of the time for appeal of such ruling with the responsibility to decide whether or not a further 
appeal will be taken in such matters . 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that trial counsel shall cooperate with the Office of State 
Appellate Public Defender in the defense of this appeal . 
DATED this day of August, 20 1 7.  
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